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, more than a
'area Of the state
ally critical shortages of
as and other heating fuels as
mers . used. unprecedented
-mints of energy in an effort to stay
_
For those unable to beak the cold at,
home, local and state governments
joined with emergency organizatiOns to
establish emergency shelters in central
locations.
Although little snow accompanied
this latest wintry blow, the energy
drain has triggered "numerous closings
of schools, businesses and government
offices. Primary highways were
reported generally clear with only a
few slick spots, but secondary roads
- remain troubled by snow that fell on the
--state over a week ago.
Many vehicles were sidelined just the
sane, police regiorted, because of.-
- extremely cold temperatures that
killed -batteries or choked gas lines.
Autoimobile clubs -reported that Many
The Murray Ledger & Times.
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Local System Urges
Conserrvation Of Gas.ar
e MiirraY -Natural Gas Systeirr entitlenient gastor the five- Over-runs of..natural gas allotments
issued a request that___all. month winter .period (Nov. 1 through are subject to a penalty of410 per met
resideotial and conunercial customers March 31 I amounts to 459,176 mcf on all gas over 102 per cent of the
tri to conserve.the use of natural gas ( thousand cubic feet).  allotment. If the amount of the over-run
"For Novethber and December we
have exceeded the allocation by 26,248
met!' Marshall pointed out. "11-111L7
balance of the winter, January through -
March, is normal we willover-run.the
monthly winter entitlement period by
the above stated amount:" he added.
FIRST AID TRAINING-School bus drivers in the Calloway County School System concluded a two-day in-servicetraining workshop today on basic first-aid techniques. Here, Mrs. Lucille Ross, Don Newberry, and Red Overbey, from left,in the background, supervise bus drivers' techniques for first aid to broken arms. Mrs. Ross, Newberry, and Overbey wereinstructors for the in-service. The "victims" are George,Holland and Altie Garrison, with Gracie Holland and John Kinggiving first aid. . •
Staff Photo by David
Carroll Approves 4
City, County Grants
Calloway County is among. Several
Kentucky cities and counties to share in
$895,429 in funds awarded by Gov.
Julian Carroll to 21 juvenile
delinquency programs across the state.
-"-CallOway County receive $1,000 to
continue into its third year a program
as an alterriative to juvenile detention.
County Judge Robert 0. Miller said
this morning that the program is
designed to-keitHuventles who have
done nothing criminally wrong from
being forced to stay at the local jail.
!"_When-We- get-altid-iii-here-whohas
run away from home or who sa s h'
parents are mistreating him, we don't
want te Pat him in. jail." Mille.0 said, so. -
we have two or three approved homes"
in the area that we .can send. him to.
• This gives us time to investigate the
problem and come up with a long-term
golution," Judge Milleradded.
Other counties in the area receiving
part of the grant money include Mar-
shall County, which received $9,000 to
provide -an -additional-- juvenile-
probation officer and $1,000 for a
program similar to the local One; and
McCracken County, which received
'0,000 for another similar program.
-Gov-.-Carroll also approved a grant of
$5,057 to the Murray Police Department
to purchase radio logging equipment.
This grant is one. of 16 across the state,
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TVA Power Charges
every way possible, especially during
the next 24 to 48 hours.
 ,..___TheLeonservation move is due to the
extremely cold_ temperatures which
have enveloped the area for several
days driving up the consumptiett, el
-naturagas locally.
_Tommy Marshall, gas systed
superintendent, said that during the
first two morghs (November and 
---Decemberr of' 'the sYgein'S 'winter
entitlementperiod that residential 'aryl
commercial consumption of natural .
gas increased almost 40 per cent over
•- - the 'amount- elicited tor the -petted:
Marshall said that industrial 'con-,
sumption is below the budgeted amount
for these mops.
"We have already curtailed all in-
dustrial * customers with alternate
sources of fuel and now are requesting
the cooperation of all residential and
commercial natural gas customers in
insuring that an adequate supply ot gas
wilhlw available during' this'exireine
cold spell," Marshall said.
The local natural gas system has
urged aTI customers to set thermostats
as low as possible and refrain from
using gas appliances except when
absolutely necessary.
"Our industrial and - large com-
mercial customers are doing _their
share and we now ask the cooperation'
of all residential and business
customers in getting through OILS
critical cold period," Marshall Said. no. difficulties in making deliverie_s _ available. on. the number
--ltfaT-Shalireported that- tfie system's beating oil at present. who might be affecteds
"If the cold spell continues-we could Patyck, an aide
be faced with a problem, however," he Judge Todd H
said. , 38,000 horn
Baker. and„Orr both said that one
To Decline Again
Casumers today got a small ray of Januar, level of chargesifoE residential
• • I • 0 . • ..
The equipment will be used to record
all telephone calls -end- radio- tran-
smissions .at the local police depart-
ment, according to a spokesman for the
communications department.
Critical Energy Shortages
Predicted By State Officials
Illy The Associated Press
Kentucky suffered through another
day of .sub-zero temperatures today,
with energy officials predicting critical
shortages of heating supplies if the cold
snap continues.
The troubled Cincinnati-Covington
area, which has already established an
all-time. record for snow accumulation:.
in a single month, dipped to 20 below
zero early today after sinking to Minus
24 Monday morning.
Cincinnati-Covington's low was the
standard in the state for the second
the additional operations would be
manned by supervisory personnel,
since employes of the utility have been
on strike since last Octobir. - •
The Army Corps of Engin
that the 931-mile Ohio
--which borders KentucLexington-Fayette County
was almost blockegovernment stint down 'all but
halted river tvntergertcy services because of what
said thatMayor Foster Pettit termed a
"critical" natural gas shortage in the lid
state's second-largest city.
In. Louisville, the Louisville Gas SZ
consecu ive • day, bid other weather
reporting stations in Kentucky could
take little solace in their relatively
certain cutbacks in gas service a
prolonged cold could m
supplies to schools.warmer readings. • Kentucky  Uti The I -"Oscine, Ashland and -,Owen—qhm-r-sniz
sboro areas, recorded readings at or' temporarilbelow zero while Bowling Green, KentuckLexington and, London reported single
digit lows. ;-
Daytime highs were- not expected to
help much as-the beleaguered Co
monwealth attempted to fig









broke down because of the severe
temperatures. Gov. Julian Carroll
ordered the national guard to deliver
trucks of drinking water to the com-
munity of 6,000, _while officials tried to'






, o the north,
Lh ice that all but
c. A Corlisspokesman
rivet would not be of-
losed, but indicated that
rf• would decide on their own
r to attempt passage.
• • • .
years, as Monthly accounts of the TVA decline in monthly 'charges that vary
-power system shOured-affothir decline WItb-TVA.S COX' fifit-jp•riier PViniqUe
in power charges is due in February. _and-purchasedpower._ _
This will mean a saving of 54 cents. "For homes with electric heat, the
per thousand kilowatthours below the cold weather and heavy power use this'
winter have a much larger effect on.
electric bills than -these mo
variations in power charges, so
'bills will be large," A.






threaten to cut the state off from such
ta in supplies as highway de-icing chemicals-
as well as fossil heating fuels..•••• •
afd several. A few hardy_ souls took advantage
the situation to sail ice boats across the
Ohio's surface. Chuck Schumann, a
Corps spokesman, said it was perhaps
the first time ice boats had taken to the
river, and certainly was the first bine
since- /9W-the-last- ttine-fre-rit'e r




FRANKFORT, .k:,;.(AP)- Cold and
' snow mean school's out -for- *most
Kentucky children, but they also could
mean Saturday sessions and classes





f electricity used will
little, lower than it was at
une last winter."
gay- Electric System Superin-
ndent Bill Barker said today that the
exact decrease on a typical residential
bill would be hard to figure, because it
will vary with the amount of electricity
used.
However, if a typical bill was for 4,000
kilowatthOurs of electricity, the
decrease would be about$2.0d.
Under the most widely applied local
rate schedule for home electric service
in the TVA -area, the charge for the first
under $23 in February. Over the past
year and a half, generally comparable
eleetric bills have ranged between
'about $23 .and $26 with the
-volatnsvitc-Tvvitierarricu'ic
power costs.
Year-round uses of electricity
typically average about a thousand
kilowatthours a month for homes in this
region, but the much higher energy
requirements of winter heating can
push . home electricityllise -to several
thousand kilowatthours in a wiliter
month.
The dip in charges for-February is
mainly due to reduced amounts of
purchased power last month, as power
received -from other systems under
-Seasonal - exchange arrangements
provided most of TVA's po-werimports. •
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant generated
1-6-7-per cent* Of TVA's: total
generation, and this also helped to hold
down fuel cost and power purchases.
The February level of peter charges




nd Columbia Gas of
ed its customers to reduce,
lion because of the heavy
and. .
The strike-bound Kentucky-West
Virginia Gas Co. announced it woultl
attempt to reactivak_a.. compressing
station and two booster stations after a
request from .Hazard Mayor William




- Michael Dodson Ward, Benton, has
been named as the new assistant
commonwealth 'attorney for the 42nd vacations in June. The, cost of coal for power 'Tthints`i rehearing of the suit be denied.district Composed of \ Calloway, Mar- r The missed days *di have to be -remains high and wilt go higher in the .
-shall and Livingston cokinties. make,up, Dr. James Graham, state process of trying to meet. regulatory 1976, the appellate court had upheld a
In a majority opinion filed Nov. 29,
Ward, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ward Superintendent of Public Instruetion, standards for sulfur dioxide emissions. t ruling . by District Judge James F.of Murray, is a 1969 graduate of Murray Said Monday. . Also, other potver system costs have Gordon that dismissed the suit, ruling- - High School, a 1972 graduate of Murray -They like the swimming hole ...but continued to increase in the two years , that the university's board of regentsState University and 1974 graduate of that's what we're going to have to do," since TVA last adjusted its rates to
the University of Mississippi Law he said. cover overall power supply costs." 
had adopted explicit policies under
which -none of the plaintiffs qualified forCenter. .. . . Most Kentucky schools 'have been . -"tenure.
Partly Cloudy
thing that is adding to the problem. is
that barge and truck traffic is being
tied up due to the Cold weather causing
delays in delivery of the oil from
refineries.
The situation in other parts of the
state is quite different, however. John
Stapleton, deputy commissioner of the
_ state Department of Energy,--sitid
night Thai Many Oil suppliers have run
out and are unable to meet the demands
of their customers._
Stapleton said the shortage is caused
by the unusually cold winter, which has
increased demand for heating oil, and
- by the icing over of the Ohio River,
which has halted barges carrying oil.
Stapleton Said the barges are. a
"significant" source of heating oil f










A Healthier Economy .TT
•
NGT0N__t API J immy
er is inheriting a healthier
economy than the one President Ford
had to defend, according to the latest
government statistics.
Unemployment has turned down.
- Industrial Production has -togged Its -
biggest two-month increase 'since
February. Americans' personal income
climbed in December by the biggest
margin in 18 rnenths.
And today the government releases
its quarterly estimate of the Gross
National Product, which, is the total
output of goods and services in the
economy and constitutes the broadest
gauge of economic performance.
Administration economists expected
the estimate to show a growth rate in
the neighborhood of 6.5 Per cent an-
nually for the October-December
quarter.
When the election -was held last
S ics
showed unemployment at 7.8 per cent
after rising for three out of four months.
Industrial output had flattened out
aftent7 mouths ofste.ad.vincreases-and--
eventually showed a two-month
decline. Growth in personal income had
slowed to a rate which just kept people
even_with price increases.
The GNPlad grown just 4 per cent in
the July-September quarter, bareix the.
level needed to keep job creation even
with population growth_ And that figure
later was revised downward tp 3.8 per
rent. - •
But the economy's performance since
the election has prompted the Ford
administration to contend that no
stimulus is needed, even though Jimmy.
Carter recently unveiled a $30. billion
stimulus package spread over two
years.
Ford, in his final economic report to
Congress, said today, "While much
remains to be done, we have built a
very solid foundation for -further
economic gains in 1977 and beyond."
The annual report ;prepared by his.
Council of Economic Advisors' argues'
that any government attempt to
stimulate the economy should 'a aimed
tax rebates or jobs programs such as
Carter is proposing.
Without .mentioning Carter or his
proposals bl_narzea_tlie
tended that a tax rebate is a transitory
measure that would not trigger the •
(See Economy, Page 101
Petition By MSU Faculty
Members Denied
The U. SAO Circuit Court of Appeals
in Cincinnati has denied a petition for a
rehearing of a suit by 11 Murray State
University faculty members who
co.rismittiertisditei.dn,„.nythe‘ depruinvievdersi ty them
. .
itartly cloudy through ' Wednesday
with , a chance of snow showers. Lows
' - - . tonight from zer to 5 above zero.-Highs
motorists asked for help in starting -1 A resident' of Bentorqor two years,„ ` In 20 years as a school, teacher, ' Wednesday in the teens illa_lOw 20s., jjey vehicles. - - - --- Ward and his Wtfe, the former Hetfie prInCipal 'iiind 'now State education of- - -Nina northwesterlyio 10 miles an hour
,The city of Providence in western Rahni of Marble Hill, Mo., have two ficial, Graham said, "this is the hardest tonight. Precipitation chances 30 per
Kentucky.. was paralyzed Monday when _ children - Emily, 22 months, and hit we've been. ncensdat ytonight and 30 per cent Wed-
both of its water pumping stations Laura, two months. ._
. (See Schools, Page 10) _..
The . assistant county attorney in
Marshall County for the last 15 months,
Ward Was atcepted to the Mississippi'
Bar ASsociation in December ef 1974
and to ' the Kentucky association in
October, 1975. •
*closed since heavy snow moved into the
state the, week before last, Grahain
said. And Most remained- closed
Monday after a night that saw -tem-
peratures plummet well below zero
statewide.
• 7
is not recovered some way during the
remainder of the allotment period the
systO,m -faces a penalty--raf $470,660; -
--Marshall pointed out.
The superintendent said he an-
ticipates that the- situation -will im-
prove during the next 24 to 48 hours."
Shortage Of Fuel Oil
Not Hurting Here Yet
Even though a fuel oil shortage is
reportedly develOpingin some areas of
Kentucky, local distributors say. they
are presently facing no problem in
running out of fuel oil for their regular
residential customers.
State officials have reported a severe
shortage of fuel oil for home heating is
developing __throughout. Keritliekl.,__
cornbinnirWItti the shortage-of natural
gas that is forcing cutbacks' of in-
dustrial customers.
"We are having no problem at all ( in
'supplying) our 'regular customers,"
Dick Orr of Orr Distributing Company
here said this morning. Orr added that
many people are using more firewood
rather than fuel oil because the price .
of the oil has increased.
Mike Baker of Kentucky Lake_Qi1
said that his company is experiencing
tenure..-- -
Iff an order filed Jan; r1,--the tkree-
judge court ruled that the issues raised
and discussed in the petition had been
fully considered and ordered that any
-The higher court also had rejected
the, faculty members' contitition
" automatic tenure, ruling thatthe tenure
policy tthe board required individual
selecti and deliberate and thbrougtdy
considered action." ' ar -
The suit was filed Jae. ,27, 1975, by II
of 21, faculty members given ter-
mination notices in May 1974. It
charged that deniarof tenure and the
terminations were _ arbitrary and
violated constitutional rights....
L.. The mkt also asietted the right of•the
faculty members to a hearing on the
reasons-for their termination. Some of
._ plaintiffs_
complied withwith original tenure policy
_ Init'were improperly- 'denied tenure by"
ne-iir regulations whipted tr11969.
' A faculty member. who receives
tenure cannot be fired except for
.specified violations.
On June 25, 1975, Judge Gordon ruled
- that the 11 faculty members were not
automatically entitled to' tenure as they
alleged and were not entitled to "a
statement of reasons" or a hearing as a




dismissed the suit and deified
the faculty members' request for an
injunction granding them tenure and
damages of $550,000.
Plaintiff were John Wells,t Billy
Wells, kThornas Spoerner, 1Aliai
McCampOell, Herold Leo Blair, Hugh,
..Barksdale, William Smith, Donald:
Shelton, Charles Ward, Peter Lund and
John Belt. The- defendants Were the
university's board of- rents and its
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By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Clucago Trobune N S Nova Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: My heart aches, not for me, but for my
Here's what happened i She 'Came liana- from achoolaelth
tears in her eyes, saying that a classmate had gone up and
down the aisles passing out invitations to the bie•hday
party she-was baying irt-hceene-ftext -week. Abby, there
illis.s Kin!, v Inn Futrell were 34 kids in the class. 
Twenty-nine were invited and
rim/ ./rtines Ilarntd 'log11'101 
five were not. (My daughter was not.)
She said everyone knew who was left out. Two girls and
.Mr, and mra._william2r),,euttee,` 44,4)84er annE.unce. the 
one boy cried, and another girl went home "sick': at recess
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Kathy Ann, to Jarnes,Harold Bennett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence W. Beneltit ei-Murray Route Two.
Miss Futrell is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed at Murray-Calloway'County
Hospital. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ida Williams of
Tehn.
Mr. Bennett is a 1973 graduate of Midway High Schaal, San
Diego, Calif., and is presently employed by the General-Tire
and Rubber Company, Mayfield. He is the grandson of Mrs.
Otie McDougal and Mrs. Ethel See of Murray.
The wedding will be soleximized on Saturday, February 12,
at thr413. in. at the Dexter Baptist Church. A reception will
follow theceigmonY. 




The Purchase ' Area
Fellowship will meet Thur-
sday night, January 20, at 7:00
p.m. in the Circuit Court
Room of the Graves County
Court House, Mayfield. This
will be the first meeting of-
fering the newly elected board
members to become. •
-acquainted with the . other
directors elected from the
pine county area.
The by-laws recently
adopted by the Purchase Area
Fellowship contain the
_ -following- purpose— ''The
r purpose of the corporate
organization -Shall be to
promote citizen interest in
crime prevention and
rehabilitation programs, to
encourage the development of
copununity resources in order
to integrate the offender into
the community, to promote
understanding of the offender,
and to encourage cooperation
of the various agencies of the
correction cycle."
The membership of the
organization is referred to as
volunteers. This is a com-
munity volunteer program of
people helping , people. New
members are accepted on
endorsing the statement of
PorPose-
"Everyone is invited to
attend this meeting and
participate in this
rehabilitation program. If you
are interested further in this
program write Purchase Area
Fellowship, Box 271,:Mayfield1
KY. 42066," a spokesman said.
Murray .B & PiU
Club 1 He(ir
DECA Students
Two students- from the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA
Chapter, and one of the DECA
Advisors, " Miss Beverly
McKinley, will attend th8
Business and Professional
,Women's Club meeting on
Thursday, January 20.
Ms. McKinley will introduce
Diana Sliger and Tim Hutson 
as two of the Chapter's out-
standing students for this
-year. , _
Diana Sliger will deliver the
opening remarks concerning
what is involved as a State
Officer and the events she will
be involved in at the Regional
Conference.
Tim Hutson will talk about
his main duties .as the
treasurer of the. DECA
Chapter, and the contests he is








and never came back. •
Abby, I hope you'll put this in your column, so
youngsters will realize how cruel something like this is.
A MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Consider it dode. Even if the girl
didn't know better, her mother should have.-And if mailing
the invitations was too expensive, she could have used the
telephone.
DEAR ABBY: Don't you think there would be fewer
'divorces if there was something else to watch on TV
besides sports on. weekends?
My husband and I have been married seven years. We
have two small children, so I'm pretty much tied down
rhiring the week. On weekends my husband is glued to the
TV while I serve him beer.
Meanwhile, I'm entertaining the kids because there are
no other kids in the neighborhood-thanks to "zero
population_ growth."
It's a beautiful day and I wOuld like to go to the park or
somewhete just tp get out of the house. I love my husband,
but what's a mother to do? _
COMING UNGLUED
DEAR UNGLUED: You entertain the kids and serve
your husband beer while he sits in front of the TV, and
you're asking ME for help?
Good grief, tady, ask your husband for help! Demand
that he share parental duties on the weekend, and insist
that he treat YOU and the kids to an occasional eating.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 73-year-old man who lost his wife
seven months ago. We had 44 good years together, and I
cried my heart out when they put her in the ground.
My next-door neighbor, who has beena widow for three
years, has been wonderful to me. We have been seeing
each other for about a month, but on the q.t. because we
don't want tongues wagging.
..The big problem is my children. Wheri_I- mentioned that
maybe I would like to marry this woman, they said that if I
did, I would no longer be welcome in their homes and the)
wouldn t want to know me. All my children are married
andehave families. Lam alone and time is running out for
me.
Should trnake a choice?
.LONELY WIDOWER
DEAR LONELY: It appears that your children have
already made the choice and have given you an ultimatum.
_..Cia...ahearkend marry the lady, and if your children don't
want to know you, that will be their problem. •
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
" Know,'" serd St to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (240 envelope
--1A4-low Fellowship To
heel On January 25
The Reverend Carroll years and they have four
McCarroll and his wife, children, ranging in age from
Bonnie Sue,. will be.. the 12-4- Both attended Southwest_
speakers for the meeting of Baptist College in Bolivar,.
the Aglow Fellowship to be Missouri, which is where they
held Tuesday, January 25, at met.
the Ken-Bar Inn beginning There will not be a nursery
with lunrheon j 10.30 a time Mrc. Crocs said 
and the meeting and worship
service at 12 noon.
The McCarroll's came to
Paducah six years ago and
- serve the congregation 'of the
New Pdfe—Getliedral. They
received the Baptism in the
Holy Spirit in 1966, and before
this time he was a Baptist,
minister for seven years, said
Mrs. Malcolm Cross, publicity
secretary for the Aglow
Fellowship.
Rev. and Mrs. McCartoll






Baby Girl Palmer (mother
Janie), Rt. 1, Kirksey, Baby
Girl Reed (Other Mary), Rt.
1-Box 161-A, Mayfield, Baby
Boy Kaler (mother
Charlotte), Rt. 1, Farmington.
DISMISSALS -
Mrs. Della S. Boggess and
Baby Girl, 1706 Magnolia Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra Arm-
strong, Rt, 3, Mayfield, Miss
Vicki S. Kalberer, 904 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Judith F.
Brumley, Fox Meadows A-3,
Murray, Miss', Rita F.
'Eldridge, 410 So.
Murray, Robert M. Boyle, 101
No. 17th., Murray, Mrs. Vara
P. Hale, 215 So. 15th., Murray,
Chester L. Stone, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Alice Robertson,




The meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, scheduled for
Thursday, January 20, at two
p.m. at the club hOttse, has
been-cancelled for this month
due to the ice and snow.
Mrs. Fil Boston, program
chairman, and Mrs. Carol
Harrison, chairman, said the





Per Pose In Living
Color






118 S 12th 753-003C
Free Parking In Rear
Your Individual
Horoscope •
 Frances Drake 
. FOR WED/1E36AV,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ye'
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
A day ot surprises! Not only
will someone yqo've helped in
the past return the favor but an
added bonus will delight you.
TAURUS: -
*Apr. 21 to May 21) -3_y?
Accent is on family
relationships now. In fact a
parent or senior relative could




May 22 to June 21) 114fr
One of those days in which
your innate directness will not
" -entirety - pay -off. If you-need a
favor, use a subtle and
imaginative approach.
CANCER.
June to July 23)
It may not be easy to ap-
. predate all ou)sestions and
directives, but, with all your
strength and .self:ntinfidence,
back those you know to be
tunely and well thought out.
LEO
I July 24 to Aug. 23) 44i
A. goad. spot for your
aggressiveness, your ingenuity
and boundless ambitions. Do
use them for sound purposes.
' VIRGO
Aug. 24 to SepL 23) 11P11
A good day for finances.
Outlook especially favorable if
you are planning te launch long-
range ventures.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct.  23) An.
Not a good thy ficrtrYing to
push pet schemes; for taking
the initiative generally. Con-
centrate on routine activities.
KORPIO
'Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Achievement will be largely
up to yourself now. You won't
have too much planetary help,
but YOU can -light the fires of
enthusiasm and good will.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Talk over controversial istues
in a businesslike, objective
fashion, not permitting- per-
sonalities to enter the fray. Pey
no attention to those who dissent
on "general principle.'•
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) YJII
,You won't find any hiding
place for your problems, so you
might just as well face up to
_them and work them out. But do
JANUARVI1,1177
so in a relaxed manner andwith
no anxiety.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may be up against some
unusual competition in your
field, so keep your eye on the
ball. With your fine intelligence,




Some misleading inf1uPmr0,1 
Take all "inside information"
and "sure tips" with the
proverbial grain of salt.
YOU BORN TODAY are
scholarly and intellectual in
your !earnings; would make an
outstanding educator, writer or
scientist. You are extremely
active, imaginative and capable
In an that you • undertake. -
Highly idealistic, you abhor
jealousy and pettiness in any
loriu.-Broad- -of Vision, your
ambitions recognize no.
horizons, but you MUST learn to.
curb a .tendency toward in-
aistinge on your own-Way. Most
'times -you are .right but,
nevertheless, others resent it.
Birthdate of: Edgar Allen Poe,
poet, fiction writer; Robert E.
Lee, U.S. Confederate general;
James. Watt, inventor...of the.




Some of the Murray Area
Vocational Educational DECA
students will meet with the
South- Pleasant-Grave-Ilisited
Methodist Church Circle at the
joint meeting in January.
This program will be to
acquaint the circle members
with Free Enterprise in
Murray-Calloway County.
Three DECA students from
the Vocational Center will
present tile program who are
Trisha Phillips, Diana Sliger,
and Tim Hutson. -They will be
accompanied by Miser Beverly,
McKinley. D. E. adviser.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Carnell Bowden of Murray





Janu,ary is a time for
remembering with members
Of P. E. 0. in the Unjd States'
and other countries. or it was
on January 21, 1869, that the
philanthropic, educational
organization was founded in
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
• At a local luncheon meeting.
at -Triangle Inn, January 15,
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette of.
Chapter M paid tribute to the
seven young Wit§ who
organized the society in their
college, Iowa Wesleyan,
shortly after the end of the
Civil War, iose girls who
bee#me inffThntAal leaders in
their lifetime were Alice Bird
Babb, Hattie Briggs Bousquet,
Mary Allen Stafford, Ella
Stewart, Franc Roads Elliott,
Alice Virginia Coffin and
Suela Pearson Penfield:The
latter two were from
In concluding her brief
tribute for each founding
member, Mrs.. LaFollette
stated. They-all had talents,
gifts aii4. -whiCh *they




business session. She also
gave the invocation for the
first meeting of 1977. Mrs.
William Major, chaplala pro-
tern, read the 24th Psalm for
')art of tier devotion. Mrs. A.
H.. Titsworth served as
treasurer for Mrs. Morgan
Sisk. Minutes were read by
Mrs. .1.4aurige Christophir,
recording secretary. Other
routine reports were -heard
along with discussions for next
year's programs. Dues are to
be paid in February.
Mrs. LaFollette vice-
president, announced that the
February 7 meeting would be
with Mrs. Titsworth at 7:30 p.
m. At that time a Cottey
College representative is
scheduled for the program.
Cottey Junior College is the
only college in the country
founded by a woman to
eaucate young women, and
-suppoited -fro-titan's- -
organization, P. E. 0.
-Other than those aiready--- -
mentioned, the following
members were - present:.
Mesdanles, Henry McKenzie,
?Lifted -Lindsey, Jr., kihn-C4--
QiierterrnouS, ffortin,' -
Lewis Bossing, Paul W.
Sturm, Larrie Clark, H. L.
Oakley and Nate Beale.
In 1900 two-thirds of Ameri-
cans lived in rural areas. Now
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Course, sponsored by Mtirray-
Kenlake Flotilla 27-6, will be
at Carr Health Building; MSU,
at 645 p.m. 4
Murray Branch of
American Ase4kation of
• eN'University vose.en will meet
at the te(file of Eleanor
Kodman at seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Murray Open Duplicate
will meet at seven p. m. at the Bridge Club will meet at seven
Masonic Hall. p. m. at Gleason Hall._ 
Murray TOPS Club will





Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at Hazel Community
Center at one p: in,
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Ruby
Burchett at 19:30 a. m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club _edit meet at
7:30 p. m: olV:ie club house
.with program on
"What ti,1/4r.io till the doctor
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at six p. m. in the church
fellowship hall.
Bo- wling for senior citizens




ViCtin0 Williams chapter of the
United Daughterg -at the
-Methodist Men of First 
Confederacy.
Thursday, January 20
First Baptist Church Baptist
Young Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. David Smith at
seven p.m.
Meeting cancelled of Home
Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Ardine Nelson, Ohio State
University, will___leduren trit
photography at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, fourth floor, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
with no admission charge. The'
public is invited.
Activities and Potluck for
Senior Citizens at Ellis Center
is cancelled.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
dvr of the Eastern Star-wilt
1••• '1
Masonic. Hall.
United Methoo eoChurch will Thursday, January 20
ve..„ectin at :30 Wason Murat, 
- 
'Business and p.m. to midnight at Ileshear 
in t..e social lialL____,Newcomers chm.wipimeet_at: . professions1 - Women's Club gyamasiiun, Student ('e 
First Christian Church at 7:30 will meet at 6:30 p.m.-at the MSU. This is an open dance.
Murray Woman's Club House.
Meal for senior citizens will
be served at North. Second _ Hazel _Woman's, Club  will
Community tenter at noon. meet at seven p.m. at the
Donation for meal requested. Hazel community center.
• Friday, January 21
Quad-State Festival for
or tdgh -band -members-
will start at MurraY State with
practice from eight a.m. to ten
p.m.
WU Symphonic Band, -
directed by Prof. Paul
Shahan, and MSU Jan Lab
Band, directed by Prof.
Raymond, Conklin, will per-
form at bight p.m. in Lovett
auditorium. No charge and'
-public-is invited.
-p.m. tit the
. Regents Hall Council Leap
Year dance will be from eight
lliss Susan Kay- Nanny Married To
Mr. Ammon In Home Ceremonv
In a double-ring ceremony
on an early winter Saturday.
afternoon, January 1, Miss
Susan Kay Nanny became the
bride 91 Jeffrey Lee Dumnan.
at the home of her parents,
Mr and Mrs. John ci Nanny,
r -
Nuptial &tisk was 'provided
by Mrs. Diane Dixon,
. The wedding party
assembled before the







Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
Marsha Horton at 1503 Car-
dinal Drive at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the
-Moose are scheduled to meet
for executive session at seven
p.m. and business session at
eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
Purchase Area FelloWship
will meet at the Graves
County Court House at seven
p.m.
. A BAR OF SOAP
Rub a bar of soap on the
bottoms of pots and pans used
over an open fire.
THINK OF THIS....,











of living by rising 1
1 1
4 1




• . An inerage week of yicwspaper coupons is 1
1 about $16.14, this amount for 52: weeks is 11 1
1 ' -1839.28. ' 1
1 1
1 And remember other specials without 1
1 1











1 and realize the great sa.ings each week. 1
1 1















Ford, Robert Hendon, Joe
., West, H. M. Scarbrough, W. H.
Brooks; and Wayne Williams.
' Tea shower at the home of
Mrs. Clifton"' Cochran:
hlostesses: Mesdames
Cochran, Joe Meador, Earl
Nanny, Lester Nanny, Bobby
Grogan, and Jack Wolfe..
Household shower
home of Mrs. Leonard Dun-




Thurman, Joe Dick,- H.--W-.
Wutilesran, and Miss MarthaG
Bridal supperat the home of







The groom's parents hosted
the rehearsal dinner at De
11 rs. Jeffre‘ Lefi thrtinum
2300 Coldwater Road, Murray.
The bride is the • nlyk
daughter of- Mr. and rs.
Nanny. The groom is the
youniest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leoilkrd- Dunman, II, of
Louisville.
The ceremony was per-
formed by Wayne Williams, a
friend of the couple and an..





Batty BOY B o harin on
(Mother Toni); 1703 Johnson
Blvd.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Veleta N. Walston,
R.R. 2, Murray, Mrs. Lynda
D. Starks, General Delivery;
Hardin, Master _Jeff A
Clendenen, R.R. 5, Box 2388,
Murray,- Ws.- -Linda- I. Mc-
Callon,-R.R. 2 Murray, Mrs:
Gloria D. Johnson and Baby
carnations, blue daisies, and
gypsophilia.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted- by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wote alormal
gown of. white Qiana ;jersey.
The empire bodice featured a
flattering V-neck embellished
with beads on Venise lace. The
cuffs of the full bishop sleeves
were also adorned in the
Neiceotiters Clith
To ilee t Thitr.schtv
The -Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet
Thursday, January 20, at 7:30
p.m at the First Christian
Church, North Fifth Street.
Bob Stogner, hair stylist,
'Will present the program. All
members and newcomers are





CLEARWATER, Fla. (AP) -
For both men and women af-
flicted with "buyitis" what is
needed is some meltruiltoffol-
ga 
,
s ge of deterrent
says W. Scene Bowler, cher:
man and chief executive officer
oT a national financial services
organisation.
The head of Pioneer Western
Corp. offers this prescription:
-Inject yourself .with a
healthy dose of wer.
dainty Venise lace. The chapel _Don mental or" f
length- train-fell-- KeneeNity.-Ars- -thestitopping forays.
-• the floor from the bodice back-- -Refuse to allow yourself to
which featured another row of be attracted by not many,
lace.
She wore an elbow length_ .
of White silk
illusion bordered in matching
• Venise lace. Lace applique
accented the:Camel/a head-
piece which featured a
ci.p2r4e. face veil.
The bride's bouquet of white
carnations was shaped into ei
crown__ with blue daisies.
gypsophilia and blue star
flowers on a cushion of lace.
Boy, 1911 Westwood, Murray, Miss Kathryn Miller of
Mrs. Cheryl J. Cates and Baby Midgville, Georgia served as
Boy, Box 101 Sedalia, W. D. maid of honor. She wore a
McKinney, R.R. 3, 'Box 45A, formal gown of sky blue
Murray, Robert B. Holland. Maracame crepe. The royal
R.R. 4, Murray, Lewis blue _velvet collar and cuffs
Donelson, R.R. 6, Murray, were etched with a double
Mrs. Odelle Donelson, R.R. 6, ruffle of Maracame. The dress
Murray, Mrs. Barbara W. was styled with an empire
Stewart; R.R. 1, Cadiz, Mrs. waist and self flowing semi-
Carolyn Lee Childress, Bt 72, circular Skirt.
Sedalia, Mrs. Vickie S. Dee!, She carried a white
1111 College Court, Murray. chrysanthamum with -blue
----7-1413- Bat bill d- S. Std"'Pl°' star tiowers dotted fii -The
N. 3rd St., Murray, Mrs Ruby center and dressed in lace and
L. Dick, R.R. 2, Hazel, Mrs. bow with blue streamers. .
Stella Pritchett, Box 32, Glenn Leckie of Mayfield,
Dexter, Mrs. Bertha C. =pied as_best mae_ 
Cunningham, Wit. 1, Bo i 1275. Mrs. Nanny, .tbe - bride's
Murray, Mrs. Estelle C.' mother, wore a. floor-length
Cunningham, R.R. 1 Box 50, dress of coral jersey with
Murray, Mrs. Edith B. matching jacket. Mrs. Dun-
Slaughtei", Box 145, Wingo, man, the groom's mother, was-
._-: Mrs. Rudie D. Downs, R.R. 4 attired in a floor-length dress





Baby Girl Tehrani mother
Arasteh ), 916 College Cts.,
Murray.../laby Girl Ghan
(mother Beverly), fet, 1-Box
498, Murray.
Reeeption
F.'olloWihg thb - wedding
- ceremony the bride's parents
entertained-- the family and
members of the wedding party
with an informal reception.
Those serving were Miss
Ginger' Durunan and Miss
.:Betsy Dustman, sisters .of the
groom, and Mrs. Leonard
Dunrnan, HI, sister-in-law of
-the- greom,  _ 
After their honeymoon, Mr.
and Mrs. DUnman are
residipg at 9633  Larpbourne
..Blvd., LouLsvilte.• •




Educational 'Annex of thte'
Uniqrsity Church of ,Christ.
Hostesses: Mesdames Harold
Grogan,- Rob Erwin, Jimmy
Miss Dana L Hoke, Rt. 2-
Box 354, Murray, Mrs. Mary
J. Cooper, Rt. 7-Box 828
Camelot Dr., Murray, Joseph
K. Hicks, Rt. 6, Mhrray, Mrs.
Charlotte A. Kaler and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Sandra Cope and Baby Boy,
.111 4,. Benton, Mrs. • Deborah
D. Sullivan and Baby Girl, Rt.
1, Water Valley, Mrs. Mar-
florie L. Emerson, 102 Se.
12th., Murray. J. Ashley Hook,
817 No. 19th., Murray, Mrs.
Pallie.R. Kurz,1707..Parklane,
Murray, Mrs. Geneva S.
McCage, 1621 Keenland,
Murray, Mrs.' Christine Key,
1718 Holiday Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Anna' C. Felts,,,RL, 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Beanie Hern-
dont Weitview Nursing
Mthai, Mn4. Pearl E. Tur-
ner, 1703 Miller, M`urray.
- - - - - I
were presented a corsage of
white cymbidiumas.
...Mrs. Joe B. Smith, grand-
mother of the bride, selected 4'
grey dress with matching -
patterned jacket. She was-
presented a corsage of white
carnations.
Mrs Bobby Martin, cousin -
, the --bride, directed the
-Prepare, and religiously
follow,' carefully prepared list
cif just-haves.
-Develop a program of thrift
for the time when doldrums hit
and the "blues" set in. Buying
---that-new -hat or suit may well
cheer you up. but it does dimin-
ish the savings account.
-Resist the temptation of
buying when windosi shopping
or_broweing,, Think about It
first - and if it still appeals to
you the next day - it may be a
better purchase
-Carry credit cards only if
you are sure they are going to
be needed. Their absence can
forestall some really unneces-
sary purchases.
-Use the telephone to shop
- not your pocketbook. A
much-needed item, advertised
in the newspapers and pur-
chased by phone, can avoid
those impulsive buys. Other-
wise you may go out to buy a
tie or a loaf of bread and end
up with a full shopping bag.
table.
-Learn to t say no - to shove
yourself away from the buying
"e last-penny Oi your ifIC lOMe c1:11:
is the name of the game. 
Addressth
- And, finally, try to remem-
ber that the path to Mendel 1§late Z!14
insecurity is paved with good
intentions7
Stri budgeting down to
Be,*et.4.
HUGHF.S BOY
Capt. and Mrs. Dale Hughes
are the parents of a batty boy,
Jeffrey Dale, weighing seven
pounds fourteen ounces, born -
on Wednesday, January 12, at
a hospital in Heidelberg,
Germany.
The new father, son of Mr_
and Mrs. Wilson Hughes of
Murray, was just com-
missioned December- 21 as a
captain while serving with the
U. S. Army at Mannheim.
Germany.
Mrs. Hughes, Tormer
Vicki Hopkins, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mr. Joe Dee
Hopkins of MuNliy Route-
Two. 'A maternal great
grandfather of the new baby
boy is J. E. Gbiland of -
.Bradenton, Fla. "
EMI 10 ,ietdi asnflC leftover --
...9gtataAjdaaL Conk a packet 
of frozen muted vegetables and






It s the book even v sports tan
vvilTwant to own This
large sott cover volume captures
Ar the excitement ct competition
and recounts viiridly the-greatest. '
moments in sports history 'from
the baseball diamond to the
basketball court the lootball
field to the boxing ring the
Olympic stadium to the tennis
court it features the men and
eitithea Who have.wan the right.
to be called Champion i -
A CENTURY OF CHAMPIONS.
has something for all sports fails
Its a handsome voluns8 With
hundreds of photos Order it now
through this newspaper Its a 






I CENTuRY OF CHAMPIONS
'Murray Ledger & Times I
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Jan uary
White Sale!
Due to had wearner we are ex-
tending the s.ile through the
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Carter, as his inauguration
- nears, is displaYing a cautious
realism toward the problems,
• foreign ant. domestic, that he
and the nation will face
together after Jan. 20. This is
reassuring to those who feared
he might feel compelled to
attack those _ problems
hurrjedly, with more zeal than
- ralcutatinn.
For example-,_:rather than
 rabliigTo-E'liffioe himself, he is
sending Vice President-elect
Mondale to Japan and the_
NATO rations after .the
-inauguration, delaying top-
level meetings until later. This
amply serves to dramatize the
change of leadership in the
White House without
— necessarily committing it to
policy changes as well. It in-
dicates that the new President
will follow a considered course
in world diplomacy.
Mr. Carter was asked late in
December about Soviet leader'
Leonid .LBre2hnev's statement
that the Soviet -Union
seek to avoid any confrontation
with this country at the outset
of the new administration,
presumably to test its
responses.
"I think I can say ...that
believe, it," Mr. Cafter said,
'but I'll be prepared if my
belief is'ill-founded." -
That spirit of optimistic
skepticism would be a good
guide for Mf. Carter in con-
sidering the summit meeting on
arms reduction in which Mr.
Brezhnev has expressed in-
terest. Expiration next October
of ths, SALT freeze on =the
atrathic arms race imparts 
urgency to such a meeting if
summitry is the catalyst it will
take to get the. long-stalled -
SALT II talks moving, but haste
or any premature commitment
at this point would be unwise.
For one thing., Mr. Carter
naturally is only just now
getting his State Department
team together, and these are
the people on whom a President
must rely .for the bulk of the
staff work, day-in-and-day-out
dickering, and background
expertise that diplomacy is all
about. Summits are, after all,
only the glistening ceremonial
tip of negotiation that shows
above the surface.
Like Mr. Carter himself, that
team is not altogether steeped
in foreign affairs. Secretary of
State-designate Cyrus R. Vance
is new to the department
• though no stranger to
Wa.shington.: _He. was. _Army_
secretary, deputy defense
secretary and an occasional
diplimatic troubleshooter for
Lyndon Johnson.
Mr. Vance said he wanted
,new faces in important State
Department jobs, and Mr.
Carter has accommodated him
-- two of the five top posts in the
department have gone to
persons without previous
foreign policy experience.
In the No. 2 spot as deputy
would 
secretary, subject loakSenate
confirmation, will be Warren
M7Christopher of Los Angeles,
a former deputy: attorney
ge`iieral .in the Johnson a&
ministration whose major
exposure to diplomacy was in
textile talks over a decade ago.
Ranking fifth, supervising
foreign arms deals and guar-
ding against nuclear
`Droliferation, .will be Lucy. M,
Benson gassachuseits, a
former president orThe teaguu- -
of Women Voters and Carter
adviser on recruiting officials
for his adininitrSatiorr. If
confirmed, she will be ,the
highest-ranked woman in State
Department history — .but
again, she. has no expertise in
foreign affairs.
New faces have their adC
vantages, particularly in the
quest for fresh approaches to
lasting peace, but they have
their drawbacks too. One is that
it takes a while for them to find
their way on unfamiliar
ground, both in Washington and
----tir7a. tin:rad:7. _
Then there is that wily old
face waiting at the other side of
- the- 'summit: Brezlinev, who
does know the territory.- -Mr.
Carter is right in wanting to
meet him and take his measure
— but there is homework for all
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By M. C. Garrott
They say more than 300,000 in-
vitations were mailed for the
inauguration Thursday in Washington
of Jimmy Carter as the 39th President
Qf the United States, but I'll wager no
one was more honored by receiving one
than Quint Guier, my 94-year-old friend
on Kirkwood Drive.
Mr. Guier, who farmed most of his
from $15 for a bronze igaugural medal
$95-for a crystal paperweight.
Another form offers the official
Inaugural BOok at $1„5 a copy and a set
of the official inaugural license plates,
at $20. For $15 more, your license plates
can be personalized with up to five
letters.
A detailed map Of Washington rounds
out the packet. , •
++++++many years, had his feathers ruffled
The first presidential inaugurationwhen the Republicans "poked fun" at
Carter's • farm background -aft& -114. Mr, Guier wa$ that. f.
peanut -crops. durifitthetampaign. __McKinley in 1896 GarrelA.11ohartmas
Wrotelam, Mr.--Gfiler said, "and 
,
the vice-president, he said. The first
asked him to say on TV and to the
American people during one of his
'debates with President Ford that it was,
more honorable to raise peanuts in..
Georgia than to raise heck in the
nation's capital as the Republicans had
been doing for the past four years."
The President-elect apparently got
the message and passed the word along
to the Inaugural Committee to send an
invitation to his Democratic friend in
Murray. It arrived a few days ago.
presidential candidate for whom he
voted was William Jennings Bryan,
whom he caljed ther."most commanding
sPeaker" he ever heard.
'I heard him' deliver • his lamoiis • •
Cross and Cranium' lecture from the
rostrum in the auditorium of
Valparaiso University at Valparaiso,
Ind., in 1909.':-
He considers the inauguration of
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933 and that
of John F. Kennedy in 1961 as his next
two most memorable.
+++++
Although his age and the -unusually
.• No doubt, the official invitation will cold weather will. prohibit Mr. Guier
be framed to hang in a prominent place from attending the inauguration
in the Guier home. _ WS a beautiful Thursday, Dr. and Mrs. Bill Whittaker
:thing; all done in a script-like type-as if- win-be-there, -
hndwrittpn Accompanying it was a Brother Bill; who 'pastors, the First
beautifully-done, 16-rage Inaugural Baptist Church in Murray,. and his -
Guide proclaiming the theme: "A new pretty little wife, Rebecca, will be in the
• spirit, a new commitment and a new -crowd in front of the Capital' Building
America." Thursday when Carter and Mondale
It was designed basically by the are sworn in. Bill has been a Carter
Atlanta advertising agency of Carter's man from way back after hearing-him
campaign TV commerCial producer„ address the. Southern Baptist Con-
Geral4 Rafhoon. It. contained a two- vention in -Atlanta- when he was
page illustrated biograplv of both the governor.
President-elect and the Vice-President- When Congressman Carroll Hubbard
• elect Walter Mondale; the inaugural came up with tickets for them to the
tradition attractively illuStrated" with historic ceremonies, they took-a winter
drawings of Washington', Woodrow vacation and headed for Washington.
Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt; a 4-+++4-+
list of the official inaugural events.; the Tom Rowlett, who used to sell high
inaugural ceremony Itself - with • school-rings, etc:: across this area for"
drawings of Carter and Mondale taking the Balfour Co., handed me a good luck
their oaths of office and one showing charm the other night at a Murray
Harry Truman and Alben Barkley; and State basketball game. It was a sn;iall
five pages .of to do and places to bar of soap. in the form of a golden
go in Washington. • peanut.
It's a first-class  invitation and "Use this for your Wednesday night
something to treasure—...---- bath, . grinned„ .and you'll have
In a packet on the inside of the back 'good' luck foi--ifie next four Years.-IfT
cover are order _forms for inaugural thought that would do it, I would get a
„souvenirs - medals, plates, pendant ton of 'em.
charms, paperweights and others. A ++++++
sterling silver inaugural plate, for The latest from Plains, Ga., is that
example, can adorn your mantle for Carter is asking Brother Billy please
$225. A gold inaugural medal goes for not to wear his tire gauge in the breast
$200, and a gold pendant-charm for pocket of his suit at the inaugural





Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The U. S, Treasury Department is
thinking ahout spending $300,000 to
promote the $2 bill, which is proving
unpopular with the public.
That, we think, would be a waste of
the taxpayer4s money.
Either the' $2 bill is a public con-
venience or it is not. If it is no public
--relations-campaign is necessary. If it is
not, any such campaign is bound to fail.
The $2 bill was heavily promoted by
ever newspaper in the country when it
was introduced. This newspaper, as
well' as Over 1,700 other daily
newspapers, devoted much space to the.
$2 bill in its news columns, at no cost to
the Treasury Department. If this free
promotion did not work what makes
them think another one costing
thousands of dollars would?
The bureaucrats who conceived the
idea of reviving the $2 bill thought it
was a good idea. If it wasn't, they
should admit the mistake without
apology.
Nobody's perfect. Some people in
government feel obligated to pretend to
be.
0+0 
The assistant chairman of a railroad 
division in Kiiangehmv made a special
point of insisting that station masters
send in .a complete report of any ac-
cident, no matter how small.
.One- day he received the urgent
message: "Man fell from platform in
front of moving train. Will send farther
details later."
The assistant chairman waited for
what seemed an age to him and wired
the station master for details. The reply
did .not come so -he went home con-
siderably disturbed. After a sleepless
night, he dashed to the office and found
the following message which cleared up
the case of the man's fall in front of a
moving train:
"Everything all right. No one in-
jured. Locomotive was going back-
wards at the time."
0+0 -
Supermarkets across the country
tand-a-few'of- them locally) are en 
a Consumer boycott of cof-
fee. This May help to divert consumer
anger at the' high cffee prices away
from the retailers, who are not making
any profit on coffee anyway.
Whether it will have any effect on the
price level remains to be-seen.
Worldwide factors in the free market
are responsible for the higher
Is There Nothing To Bet On?
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK ( AP ) - A lot of ex-
planations have been offered for the
reluctance of capital spending and the
stock market to rise but nobody seems
to offer the catastrophe theory.
42011S As expostulated by one small in-
theory seems to be built on Murphy's -
Law, which maintains the worst not
only can happen but will. The
catastrophe theory adds a super-
,i,--stevetiffe-ortatteht
Isn't the dollar in trouble? Aren't
Italy and Britain being sucked down the
tube? Are the rich, nations getting
richer and the poor poorer? And isn't
our very existence threatened by the oil
shortage?
The evidence is there if you'll only
look about. Did you come to work
through the rush hour this morning?
Don't you-agree that civilization cannot
*continue this way? And that nobody
does anythinga bout it?
Look at the way inflation keeps
shadowing up like the hangman, leering
at the helpless victims. -
The Murray
Ledger S. Times
IA I., Co I.
Nt C1,1, orld HI, II,
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I Let's Stay Well"
New Rabies Vaccine
By F.J.L Blasingame, MI')
Q: Mrs at states that she is
quite upset with her grandson's
physkcian He alarmed the child
and his entire family by going
into great detail in explaining
the dangeit to the child oftaking
rabies vaccine after being bitten
by a sick, wild animal that
escaped. The doctor advited the
use of the vaccine even though it
might cause -paralysis, even
death, to the child.
Mrs H.I. has never heard of
such 'a frightening story and
wonders if it is accurate She
thinks that the -pitysician was
just being cautious because of all
the malpractice suits that occur
A: Your grand.43n's physician
was telling it like it is, regardless
of his reasons. The risk is taken
because rabies is 100 per cent
fatal once it involves the central
nervous system.
In 1884.. Louis Pasteur
• devetoped a less dangerous
rabies virus by passing it
through a number of cultures on
rabbit brains. He-found that this
-iveakened`live virus istabfished
some immunity that protected
animals and humans agaisnt a
rabies infection in most cases
Unfortunately, such a vaccine
tr1gge12 severe reactions on rare
occandhs. presibly resulting in
paralysis or death
Good news regarding this
came out of Iran recently A
team of researchers, working
under the sporozorship -of the
World Health Organization, has
succeeded in growing the rabies
yjrus on human diploid cells.
Thrs - nevi Vatvirie .. has been
tested on animals and has been
used successfully on humare. It
requires . fewer injections and
produces an earlier and higher
immunity.
This improvement is the
greatest advancement in rabies
vaccine in almost 100 years.
The improved vaccine is not
available in the United States for
your grandson, but it will no
doubt be available for other vie-






Q: Mr. IS. asks how common
muscular dystrophy is and
whether it is contagious.
A: Various forms of this dis-
ease affect about' 200000 Ameri-
cans.
Muscular dystrophy is not con-
•-sidered to be contagious and ap-
pears to result frorn a deficiency
of an enzyme that breaks down
glycogen (animal starch) in the
muscle'cells
- accumulates and invades
these cells, leading to their
destruction and destroying
muscular fibers
FM I 11641 Flamm %mita* in
We Americans have been shocked
into expecting the worst. Watergate,
and Billingsgate every day. Corrupt
businessmen and sex-crazed
congressmen, and various fat cats
purring at the ordinary persons ex-
pense,
-A sense of the fragility and
The feeling, for instance, that we'll
never be Satisfied until we spend
ourselves to insensitivity. Or that we'll
be blown apart before we can get
A sense of our contradictory nature is
an ingredient of the theory. Haven't you
asked yourself how we can continue to
have the good life while simultaneously
despoiling the environment that
provides it?
Those big cars! Howls it that we keep
buying them while understanding
perfectly that this can't go on forever or
else we'll run out of fuel to power them
and space to drive them?
What'll we dc about crime in the
streets? Dope? Alcohol? Why is the
GUEST EDITORIAL'
strongest economy in the world not able
to figure out its unemployment
problem? Will the species survive?
Should it?
The nervous system of tlle person
suffering from the catastrophe syn-
drome is programmed like the ex-
perimental guinea pig who is jolted by a
charge _of electricity whenever -it
reaches for food.
Catastrophic Charles add to Mur-
phy's Law a belief that you can depend
upon the unexpected.
-'The' believer- in '-impending"-
catastrophe feels we'll all get punished
for the transgressions, even if others
are at fault. Like the person who lives
so well on credit and says he'll let his
life insurance pay the bills when he's
gone, while you dutifully pay your bills
and live so poorly.
If you agree with all this you can
understand why those who invest and
spend haven't been eager to get a piece
of the future. As the poor
catastrophobia sees it, there's nothing




of the Palestinian refugees
(whether terrorist or, not) will
have to be brought to the peace
conference - possibly is mem-
bers of a single delegation for all
Arabs. • --
No solution to the conflict be-
a. tween Arab and Jew is remotely
in sight. The Israelis will not ne-
gotiate on Jerusalem, not even
the Arab part of it.
The Palestinians will not re-
nounce their die,ims, but there is
some hope that on the West Bank
of the Jordon, in the Gaza Strip,
a measure of justice for the dis-
persed community of Palestini-t
ans could be devised.
It would not be ideal. It could
noebe ideal. The relation of such
an area to Jor•an would remain
a massivrt problem; its econom-
ic future ihancy.
Ye' if Israel could be gener-
ous iii' ceding back occupied.ter-
ritory and the Arabs could be
generous with oil money, the re-
creation of a predominantly Pal-
lestinian-Arab state no longer
seems beyond the limits of prac-
'tical Middle East politics. If that
.prospect seems prickly with se-
curity dangers to Israel, then it
has to be said that in the wilder-
ness of hate even, a cactus May
have to nourish hope.
prices-the 1975 freeze in Brazil, bad
weather in Colombia, unrest in Angola,
the steady increase in coffee con-
sumption in Western and Eastern
Europe and in Japan.
Since world consumption of coffee
exported from the producing countries
is more than 55 Million bags, and a bag
contains 132 pounds of green coffee
beans, it may take a while for the
boycott to take effect, even though
millions of American forego their
loving spoonful.
It won't do many harm to swear off
coffee or cut down our consumption,
however. It might even reduce the
caffiene-induced jitters.
Americans already have been
switching increasirTgly to colt)
beverages and consumption of coffee in
the United States has heen declining.
That is a trend $3-a-pound coffee is
certain to encourage.
10 Years Ago
Kathy Rayburn, University High
School, Theresa Resig, Murray High
School, and Carol cicruw Oalluway
County High School, have been named
for Good Citizenship Awards by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
Billy Hendon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Hendon, Murray Route
Five, and a Future Farmer at Calloway
County High School, has been named
district winner of the FFA contest
sponsored by a state newspaper. He
.will receive a $50 bond. .. -
Jack Mansfield, head track coach at
the University of Denver for the past
four years, Ms been named track roach'
at Murray State -University, according
to Joe Tom Erwin, Sports' Publicity
Director at MSU.
New officers of the Jessie Houston
Seryice Club of Woodmen Grove 126 are
Jo Leslie, Heloise Roberts; and Ruth- -
Lassiter.
_Mr_and-Mrs.-Rex, Darnell will-ob-
serve their 40th wedding anniversary
on-January 22.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakers beat Wingo and North
Marshall beat Murray Tigers. Key got
19 for Calloway and Dunn got 22 for
Murray.
20 Years Ago
The sudden splurge of freezing
weather has generally slowed the trend
to the tobacco markets. The overall
average for the sales through January
15 has been released at $33.45.
Deaths reported include J. L. (Fate)
F-ulton, age 85, on January 15, and
Elmus J. Beale, age 78, on January 17.
The twentieth anniversary of
"Campus Lights," Murray State
College annual music show, will be
celebrated in the 1957 edition of the
musical and variety show..to be held in 
the auditorium reFruary 21:ES, ac-
cording to Bob Hogan, director.
Fink' Lt. Wilbur S. Waym-an;-1r.; -has
recently been added to the Murray
• -State College-ROTC faculty; aeeortling -
to Lt. Col. Jesse D. Jackson, head of the
department of military science and
tactics.
Dr. Charles G. Warner, Jr., DVM,.
has announced the opening of a
veterinary hospital for the general
practice of veterinary medicine in
association with Dr. Charles G. War-
ner, MDC.
Coffee is advertised at three pound
bag for ;2.49 in the ad for the Kroger
Company this viaik, •
Isn't It
The Truth
During•theSe days of inaugural fuss
some of us are moved to recall the
presidential primaries, logically
concluding that they were not held for
the good of the people, nor the good of
the nklon. In perspective, -the
scrambling antagonists conducted
themselves like abandoned dogs
fighting over a bone that will stick in
the winner's throat.
Bible' Thought
That which is altogether jtist shalt
thou follow, that thou mayest live
and inherit the land which the
LORD thy God giveth thee. Deuter-
onomy 16:20.
Sometimes/ it is hard to follow the
narrow, way that leads to God' He















Drinking Water Act briefing
workshop will be conducted at
the office of the Purchase
Area Development District on




operation and maintenance of
all public water systems:
This three hour briefing
workshop is proposed to in-
form and alert all levels of
government officials,
designers, planners, owners,
water works managers, and
key operators of the
requirements within this act
and prepare them with in-
formation they may need for
compliance.
F'resciatn1 by the Kcabin. f
Department for Natural-
Resources & Environmental
Protection and the U. S.
Epvironmental Protection
Agency, the workshop wilt
brief participants on water
supply requirements of the
federal law, penalties if
requirements are not -met,
when these requirements will
take effect, and why the act is
necessary.
There is no registration fee
required. Interested parties
may obtain additional in-
formation on the workshop by
-clintacting the ADD office in
Mayfield.
Central Shopping Center







Miss Patricia A. McKinney,
Rt. 3-Box 45-A, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara G. 'rift, Rt. 2-Box 242,
Covey Dr., Murray, Mrs. Alice
D. Stratton and Baby. Girl, at.
7, Mayfield, Mrs. Nickala S.
Tyson mid Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Elmo E.
Thornton, 505 N. 5th., Murray,
Frank Travis, Rt. 2-Box 20,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Beverly
K. Goodman, 508 Blair St.,
Murray, Billy J. Hopkins, Box
52, Hazel, Billy R. Nix, 1518
Canterbury Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Dolores J. Burton, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Winnie J.
Tobey, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
• Donna-F. Wheatley, Rt. 3-Box
1019, Murray, Richard T.
Waters, Rt. 4, .Murray, Mrs.
Etollie E.. Ray, 150 London
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Elva P.
West, 1832 Miller, Murray.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
355.9, up 0.3.
Below dam 305.6, up 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.3,
up 0.3.
Sunset 5:05. Sunrise 7:08.
Moon sets 3:30 p. m., rises














Millions of people around
the world will warch the his-
tone inaugural ceremonies
of the President of the
United States. You caa com-
memorate this event for gen-
erations.with your personal-
ized commemorative certifi-
cate. President Carter will
receive one of these en-
graved certificates.
The certificate contains
a beautiful color engiirved
boarder plus picture of 'Pres •
'dent Carter and Vice -Presi-
dent Mondale. Your name
will be imprinted on the cer-
tificate and •phis inaugural
informauon.
Thus beautiful II" l4"
cen.f a:ate is suited for Tram-
ihf will he envied by
es ersitne that will see it.
I his unique certificate
will he in great demand so
ItIcr sours now. Only $4.00
.sus D. Send.au znoney.
iientl name to be imprinted
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Th palmy of Rossa Is to ham awry
stairhead am In OK*II ror sans an
swidstis resew MO adwertated
chin*** a MN r VW* ROSO $ bre
vaawaviromehattaiiareamasat theasin
be used to pun:hese Ovb marchanCbs•
Si. sale price when rya mannas
. or consirma ine
dune's we be oared S• cow
Owe* reduced Moe Sm tne honest
arrow or Rose. b bsce-up we
Doerr or "salaam,. Clarerweed
Abweys'
ROSES St untS, Sic
Soft, absorbent products for Kitchen or Bath .
Why pay more? Roses has
quality products at reasonable
prices. 13412'4. napkins.
160, 1 -ply napkins per pack
White poly. Bathroom Tissue
with 380, 2-ply-sheets per fell,
'4 rolls per pack. White, blue or
yellow_ 85-Sq ft of towels.


















































Ladies Long Sleeve .
Blouses




























Men s or boys all pro $
-athletic socks Many

















8-oz white coffee mugs
keep coffee hot longer





Select from eight different
titles of Beginners Work-
books Very colorful and
educational
LADIES




























visiting with friends they have made among
the townspeople. _
Over the past few years, there's no telling
where you would have found some of the
players on Friday nights.
If the snow keeps up and high school
games keep getting called off, l'ril going to
try and do features on all the kids before the
season is over. It will be tough, if not im-
possible, to do.
featured. Then after that we'll start doing
features on some of the others. •
The more you know about this bunch -of
kids, the moreyou will appreciate them.
'
John Randall grew up in hell. That's about
as siriiple as it can be put. •
John got in a little trouble at the beginning
of the year. It was nothing serious but I
imagine, quite a few people got the wrong
impression of him.
Johil:is a beautiful person. He has over-
corneldore obstacles than most of us will
ever see in our lifetime. Each day, John
learns more about life. He's also a deeply
religious kid and he'll talk all night long
about the Bible. I know, we did just that
after the Morehead game.
When you spend four days and nights on
the road_with_  the kids in a motel, you find
out what kind of kids they are.
From Mike' Muff to Jimmy Warren to
John Randall to Danny Jarrett and every
single kid on the team, they are all class
kids.
41 •







Rapping About The Racers
There are 20 exposures on a roll-of film you makean efforfto ri.idet the kids, 
ll_
and of those 20 pictures I take,. usually 15 or . be very pleased:
so are good enough to print in the paper. The players love kids and they 
are all
So it. was with confidence that Danny . great conversationalists. Get John 
Randall
Jai-fete Went. up for- the big. stuff Shol last talking and he'll go all night. -
rught and with confidence, I sat under the Qn Frlda nightS.1- ,a4.44ntittit well find
basket and got a picture. * John Randall and some of the-other play
ers
- - But _alas. When I developed the film,
something had happened and tbefran,iewith
Danny's dunk was, blank. I was not blank for
words 'as my Irish ternper rose to a new
height for 1977.
. Dunk shots.
There's just something about dunk-shots
that are fun. They aq fun to watch and they
are fun ta take pictures of, from a
photographer's point of view.
1" y eve comp aii •
I _take it peo don't get tired of geeing
dunk shots in the paper either. ..)
Several people had asked me last night
before the game what was wrong with
-• Murtarand•When were the flactis goingto
turn on and play like they are capable of
playing.
They gat their answer last night.
Murray produced some of the most ea-
- citing play of the season. However, the beat
is still yet to come„ .
. If you really want to see how good Murray
State is, go out to practice sometime.
• Practice is opea and begins at 3 p.m.
Usually, the team runs through a layup
drill and just about everyone works on slam
dunks. If 'Jarrett were to ever, In a game, hit
some of the slam dunks he makes in prad-
tice, the noise would be picked up on the
Richter Seale.
And like Fred Overton said (see story,
Skeeter Wilson is capable of doing the same
thing.
For many Racer fans, the slam dunks-are
the thing. And when it comes to the slam
dunks, nobody in the league can match Joha_____„Much of the credit goes to Jim Calvin,
- Randall. Everyone at Morehead will attest -recruiter and assistant coach. for Sturray
to that. • — _ .State. 'Calvin has done a super, super job
Randall had two of the most unbelievable and deserves more credit than we can ever
,slam dunk rebounds you could want to see print irithis paper.
and the crowd at Morehead even applauded" Murray may lose some games, but one
When the Ricers get fired up, there's no thing you can count on: this year when they
Uri it ..as.to_what-they, -Calt-do.- They-are-an- 4014.4t-wiltliurtmiaybody en-the club. They
emotional group of kids. • are, to put it-quite simply, together.
Besides being emotional, they are a great For the first time in recent years, there
bunch -of kids. Again,' as I've said -before, if - are no problems.
UP FOR TWO- Danny Jarrett (55) of the Racers goes up
over 6-8 Bob Brown of East Tennessee for two of his seven
points. Jarrett also had seven rebounds and was devastating
on defense.
Blount's Interceptions
Key AFC To 24-14 Win
By TONY BAKER to life in the second period. .
AP Sports Writer Mike Thomas of Washington
SEATTLE ( AP) 7 _Mel ran a draw play for 15 yards
Blount and his merciless band and a score, cutting the AFC's
of bandits simply stole the lead to 14-7.
show. The -NFC -cut--the lead-by
The Pittsburgh Steelers' halftime to 17-14 on a oneyard 
cornerback intercepted two touchdown • sweep by
Jim Hart passes in the final Lawrence McCutcheon .of Los
period Monday night, one of Angeles.
them killing a National
Shidler's Free Throws
Key Kentucky To Win
By ED SHEARER
- AP Sports Writer -
Coach Joe Hall of sixth-
ranied=Kentucky _endured
another hair-raising ex-
perience in Alligator Alley.
"I didn't think the game
would ever end!! Hall said..
"Alligator Alley is the
toughest place to play in the
conference."
The Wildcats logged a vital
road victory Monday night
with a-73-71 decision over the
Florida Gators, remaining on
the-heels of No. 14 Tennessee
and fourth-ranked Alabama in
the Southeastern Conference
basketball race.
'The yitnry ra.mD 
_wrseq
freshnian Jay Shidler sinned
inbounds pass; was fouleit-
and sank two free throws with
only four seconds remaining.
-Shialer's steal at the end
was titedifferenee.-'-' said Hall:
"The last seven seconds
decided the game," said
Coach John Lotz of _Florida.
"It wasn't the team's fault, it
was mine. It was too bad
that Richard •Glaspar slipped
(en the inbounds pass). That
was the turning point."
Florida before last year.
"I'm happy with how our
team played-said Hall.
-__"Kentacky's -one _of the- .
greatest teams in the coun-
try," said Lotz. • '
Jack' • Givens led Wildcat
sriirina with, 19 _points. mid;
Rick Robey added 12. Bob
Smyth had 14 for Firnada.
Ernie Grunfeld poured in 27
and Mike Jackson added 23 as I.
Tennessee pulled away from a
three-point halftime lead to
down Ole Miss. John Stroud
led the Rebels with 20.
'1 *id them at the half just
to play like they were in their
own back yard or









d try to get the
points back by seeirig who can
be.the- first to--shOit," said
ReberCoach BobWeltlich. •
Freshman Durand Macklin
had 29 points and 16 rebounds
and Kenny Higgs added 16
points with 19 assists to lead
ISU past Georgia. Higgs now
has 440 carear assists,
breaking the school mark of
425 set by Pistol Pete
Maravich. Lavon Mercer had
19 points - far injury-riddled
Georgia.




It seems as if you, read
nothing in papers but had
news.
At least, that's what the
public seems to _think.
Football onference scoring 
The victory was Kentucky's Well,  here's_ some_goad
C • •
threat and the other setting up 
SEAT! L.fftE titinnmg backi -weeond--a-raight m AffigaTai• hews: THERE'S GOING TO
Ken - Anderson's game-
Frank Gifford and Gale
tnehing touchdown pass, Sayers. _quarterback Bart
and offensive linemen
helping the American Football
_ 
Codfr'nr' Lt 2444 
_ vwm.y Forrest Gregg and Bill Willis
in the 27th Pro Bowl game. 
iiCted Into the Pro
Now 8-6 On Campaig
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON p improving, while troubled
AP Sports Writer •-• times have beset Knight's
Bobby Knight. were you basketball team. Unheralded
listening when Abe Lemons, Michigan State,-only 5-8, was
Texas' wisecracking the latest team to turn on the
basketball coach, said he Hoosiers, edging them 61-60
would rather be a football Monday night — at
coach because that way you ' Bloomingon.huLnoless..- on
caii WRY lose 11 games a year? two free throws by Edgar
In five previous seasons at Wilson with nine seconds left.
Indiana, Knight's record was The setback dropped
125-20, with a glittering 63-1 Indiana's record to 8-6. One
mark over the last two years more defeat would mark the
and the 1976 national cham- first time Knight's teams ever
pionship. In those five have lost more games than the
seasons, Indiana's football football team.
team played only 55 games Meanwhile, 18th-ranked
and lost 41. Memphis State also lost
But things have changed at Monday night, bowing 89-82 to
Indiana. The football team_ is Georgia Tech.
However, second-ranked
Kentucky posted a 73-71
Southeastern Conference
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paced Michigan State with 21
'ON 20 points, respectively.
Chapman, held to six points in
the first half, sparked a
comeback after Indiana built
a10-point lead early in the
second half.
Indiana inisSid three of its
ease four free throws_ _and_
ack G Ivens' 10 points.
Michigan, 11-1, gained a
share of the Big Ten lead by
routing *a behind Rickey
Green's 33 points. The
Wolverines shot 59.4 percent.
Iowa played without Bruce
King, its leading scorer. - -
Tico Brown scored 31 points
and Lenny Horton came off
the bench and scored 27 as
Georgia Tech snapped
Memphis State's eight-game
winning streak. The yellow
Jackets took the lead for good
on two jump shots by Horton
with just. over five minutes
remaining in the Metro 7
Conference game.
In other SEC games, Ernie
Griudeld scored 27 points and
Mike Jackson added 23 'In
Tennessee's 86-72 triumph
over Mississippi. Stab
Pietkiewicz' 72 points led
Auburn past Vanderbilt 74-69
Although Wilson's free and freshman Durand
throws proved decisive Macklin scored 29 points and
-rtgethet--4ndiarat; --- Hobert- -grabbed— tar--rebtrunds—try —
Chapman and dreg Kelser Louisiana State's 97-77 rout Of teammates and coaches)
wanted me to 'hang around, .
especially Joe Greene," he
said. think that was one of
the reasons I stayed. I told my -
teammates before the game,
'I'm gonna go out and get the
MVP,' and it just happened.:'
In all, the AFC intercspted
six NFC passes, five ̂ hem
off. St. Louis' Hart in the
second 'half. -the six thefts
were a Pro Bowl record, as
was the two-team -t651—o
sevep. .
"I don't know how I' can
smiW-4 after .that,-----pert__per
.formanee;"-- said Haft, lam
completed only six of 17 --
passes for 53 yards before a
Pro Bowl record crowd of
63,219 in the Kingdome. "I
have no excuses though. Let's
forget the game."
Anderson, the pinpoint
passer .of.. _the Cincinnati
Bengals, hit San Diego wide
receiver Charlie Joiner on a
12-Yard touchdawn pass in the
second period, giving the AEC
a 17-7 lead, then put .the game
out of reach with 6:4710 play. -
hitting Oakland's Cliff Itranch
on a 27-yard TD strike.
The AFC built a 10-0 lead in
the first period on a three-yard
TV run by. Buffalo'.s'
Simpsim ad a 31-yard field
goal by Toni Linhart of
Baltimore. But the NFC came
• oo a a o ame
But the bald Blount, one of TENNIS
• eight Pittsburgh players on
Ileum AFI:k ul:n_Zds coat rtherto-ti;V"seeded 
- —ed 
rnc no he n 
Brian Gmfri ° rt
Lauderdale, Fla., defeated
Steelers player who made 2 in first-
rigs miserable or Hart and
 
Terry '
robbed the NFC blind. 
round action in the $100,000-
"Raltimrote International-
Linebacker Jack Lambert --Indoor Tennis Championships.
picksd off a , Hart pass in- _ •
tended for Minnesota rookie
Sammy White in the fourth
period, and safely Mike
Wagner intercepted_ Hart-
again just 10 seconds later on
a toss aimed Dallas' grew,
Pearson.
And Pittsburgh safety Glen
Edwards intercepted a pass
by NFC starting quarterback
'Roger Staubach, also intended
for Pearson, stopping a drive
late in the first period.
"It's a good-feeling," said
Blunt, who was named the
Player or the Game in a
contest he once thought he
would skip. •
"I hurt my ankle in the first
day of practice and really had'
my mind set on going home.-I
didn't want to ruin my career
„in one game," said Blount, the 
first defensive player since
Kansas_ City4 Willie Laaier in
1972 to be named the game's
most valuable.player.
Georgia:-
In the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference, 'Tate Armstrong
gcored five overtime points
and Mike Gminski added four
as Duke beat Virginia 82-74.
Armstrong finishqd With 33,
points and Gminski had 20.
_
turned the. ball over on a ,Roberts, the nation's No. 2
traveling violation with 30 scorer, sat out more than 14
seconds left. Freshman Mike minutes but still scored 29
Woodson topped the Hoosiers --points-on 13-for-16 shooting as
with • 26 points, init. All-, Oral Roberts downed Virginia
American crater Kent.Benson Tech 77-70..
was held tb 11.
Kentucky needed twO free
throws by freshman Jay
Shidier with four seconds left
' Theto edge Florida in the Gators' ATLANTA (API 
cozy snake pit gym. Kentucky, Atlanta Flames have recalled
11-2 over-all, was paced by right winger Larry Roman
-
chych from Tulsa of the
Central Hockey, League 'and
_ say two players are doubtful
for Thursday night's National
• Hockey League game at
Minnesota.
A Flames spokesman said
Monday that Romanchych,
who playedfoarlears with the
Flames-before iieing sent to
..Tulsa this season, will he in
the lineup against the North
Stars. Romanchych, who had
20 goals -and 28 assistkin 37
games with Tulsa, replaced
Rick Bowne,, who was sent
to the CHL.
See Marjorie Major_
FM LAtfD3 TRAVEL AGElfC1
FOR TOURS, CRIHSES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
,, ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS fefermik
No Charge by us.










In other SEC action,
Tennessee moved a half-game
ahead of idle Alabama when
the Tots ddvin.bd Mississippi
86-72-, Louisiana State crushed
Georgia 97-77 and Auburn
trimmed Vanderbilt 74-69
after blowing most of a 21-
paint lead. Mississippi State
also had an Open date.
The one-third mark of the
race finds Tennessee with a 6-
0 record, Alabama 5-0, Ken-
tucky 9-1 and Mississippi State
3-2. All others have lost at-
least three.
Alley, the last of the small
gymnasiums in the SEC. the
Wildcats had lost six of nine at
HAS ALL
PROVIDENCE — Marvin
Barnes, a former Providence
College AR-American -now • -
with the Detroit Pistons of-the
National Basketball
As5ociatiun, was orderedo
4erve one year. in prison-for
Violating the -terms of a
probationary sentence.
BE A HIGH SCHOOL GAME
PLAYED TONIGHT.
At last, the Calloway County
Leiters will be ba!k1actOn
as they host Marshall Coun
At 6:30 p. m., the varsity
girls will tangle • with the
'Marshals and 30 nitinuteazitir
the conclusion of that game,
The boys' teams will battle.
Also, the' Laker boys and
girls are to plays makeup
game Saturday night at
Lowes.
who should be sitting on the
bench and you can't win that
way," said Coach John
„Gulbritat_Q0i-gla._ _
"The ballhandling of Higgs
allowed us to eventually break
it," said ISU's Dale Brown..
The Tigers had led ortfy 383
at halftime.
-
"You feel like you've lost .
when you go litre minutes in
the_ second. half- and_ don't
score," said Coach Bob Davis
of Auburn. "It's the way we've
played all year long. I don't
understand it. We have got to
get to the point where we Can
blow somebody out."
That point appeared to have
arrived when the Tigers
bolted to. a 40-W lead in-the
first 15 minutes. oily to see 
Vanderbilt rally and cat, the
deficit to 49-37 at halftime.
Vandy reeled off 10 straight
points in nd the seco half 03 eta
the lead to -four -and -later
whittled at to 59-57 before
Auburn regained control.
Stan Pietkiewicz led Auburn
with 21 points_ and Mike s-
Mitchell added 18. Dicky
. Keifer ,had 14,_ for the Corn-
modores. -
"We fought ourbearts out,"
said Vandy Coach Wayne
Dobbs. "It's beyond my
comprehenstotehow they -can--
expend that much energy not
- to get much out of it. • - -
-2-11-eats-my-heart right-out
the way these guys put so
much in it and do not get
anything out," he added. -
Tennessee's victory set up a
showdown of unbeatens for the
SEC lead at Knoxville
SattifdaY night when the Vols
entertain Alabama, winner of
19 straight games this season.
Other games Saturday have
Florida at Auburn, Mississippi.,





Middle Tn  4-0 12-2
Austin Peay  3-1 13-2
Murray State  3-1 11-4
Morehead  3-1 7-5
• • •
Tn. Tech - _ 5:9
Western Ky.  4-9
Eastern Ky 0-4 3-6
PEOPLES JBANK
MURRAY KY.
Due To The Tremendous Response To The FREE Por-
trait Program, Peoples Bank Has Extended It For
Another Week...January 25 through January 29.
This Offer Limited To Qne Per Family
(If You Didn't Make It Before Christmas) CON TA C0.,
•I Studio: North Office ..F:01"4/=:-..
Call 153-3231 Today For Appointment
















FROM lIFTFIRD -Jimmy Warren fires up a long shot from
the corner for two of his 14 points. The hot-shooting Warren,
who was a Second Team, All-American in junior college lost
season, hit seven of 13 from the field. Defending un-
successfully is Charlie Stuart (22) of the Bucs. Stuart pumped
in 27 points in a superb showing.
Wildcats Fall To Sixth




• Bearcats moved frOrn third
place to second, while
Kentucky - after losing 71-67
• t9 Tennessee in overtime -
- dropped-from-second. tcrsixth
in the major college basket-




their hold on first place,
mauling Pepperdine 107-72
-and -Los Angeles Loyola 90-62
iast-week. North Carolina, 12-
1, advanced from fifth to third
their record ' to 14-0 and
remained fourth.
Michigan's Wolverines, now
10-1, climbed one notch to._
fifth, after defeating Michigan
State.
• San Francisco, 194, -
_ieceived--38 of a- paasible-
first-place votes by The AF"s
nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.
Cincinnit, 11-0 after an 84-61
victory over Daytcin last week,
and North •Carolina each
received four No. 1 votes,
while Alabama got three and -
-Michigarrone. '
Behind Kentucky, 10-2,
Middle Here Saturday For Key OVC Showdown
Everyone St.ars, As
Racers Wallop Bucs
By MIKE BRAND& like a senior. added.






There_ is a certain 'large and a few' minutes earlier, blocked a couple Of shots, Everybody Murray playednewspaper in Kentucky _Overton brought 6-11 „center stopped up the naddie and .L•-rt us," smith added..
which,' though it -hasn't eveir-Thir---iny J-arret u-i-U 'help plug swept the boards: And in the But it was, perhaps, Jarrettstaffed la Murray State up the middle on defense. meantime, _everyone clicked, who hurt the Bucs worse: Hisbasketball game yet, thinks. it Overton sent Barber into the . Grover Woolard, dazzling presence in the game tinted -is an expert on the Racers. four-corner • offense. With the crowd with slime beautiful the momentum the other way.Just last week, they ran a about seven seconds left, plays, kept bombing twine "There's three things I love•story and talked about all the Barber drove toward the teasers in from the king range to do in basketball. I love toproblems Murray State had bucket and hit Grover as (lid Jimmy Warren. John rebound, block shots and dunkand they 41uoted a former Woolard with a pass. Randall -also had the crowd the ball.. .and shoot freeplayer whd a lot of potty- Woolard, breaking through excited and Zech Blasingame throws when I have to,"mouth things to sayabout the the middle, then dumped -tif played some of his hest hall of Jarrett ,aipped.
program.  Bass off inkkig-AllTett-Whik---themasorr;-gettIngT013151:nts tri--rtgut my thing_ is ,Lin--l'is -tripe,rollts-There- -are stuffed the ball and nearly- -- the 'secondhalf to finish with timidation. A dunk ims , aproblemN. Fred Overton's tore the goal down. , - 16 on the evening  dominating . thing.. It can ,curly hair may .everi fall out. - And whflenearlietearing-the And there was steady Mike literally destroy an opponent.But Overtonisn't really that goal down, Jarrett did bring' Muff, plugging away on _ psychologically,"- Jarrettworried about it. His problem the house down as the crowd defense and. making his added.
Isaie,-rian't -figure out wIla la ' erolascl- --inio the - -"iciest ,.__preletice . icrienin- on the ..ot- '-'LBlasiuD' nii --antr-Wootard'7.-
Play:. : - " ' --:. • _r_ - - 6fIrhcit8t-trwildneas all fensive boards to boot. - - -- - each . had 16 - points .for the"The toughest' - -decision I. season. The result was some of the. Racers while Warren added 14have to make is-who to-put in --- Jarrett was fouled and hit -most, exciting 
.
selfish 
the game," Overton said the free throw and Murray play of the season. - 
and Randall 10 to pace the
Monday night after his Racers carried a 3930. le There ad into fhe 
balanced Racer attack.
was -a. big tipin by Game scoring honors wentsurged to their Ilth win in .15 locker room at intermission. Jarrett, a sensational spinning to 6-3 senior guard Charliegames with -an 80-62 drubbing -We talked at- halftime reverse layup where Randall Stuart who pumped in 12 of 20of a big and talented East about needing to ride the hung in the air for what from the long range andTennessee club in the Sports momentum of Jarrett. Skeeter seemed like a minute and finished with 27 points in aArena before some 5,000 fired- Wilson had three fouls so- we there ,as some excellent, super show.up fans. came back with Jarrett to .execution on offense. - "There are three reasonsThe -problem for Merton 'd'art the second half. Jarrett But perhaps the thing that why we played so much betterbegin with about 30 seconds was playing well but Skeeteri best exemplifies the Racers tonight than we did Saturdayleft_ in the first half when he can do the same thing. People _ this season came with 1:52 left -against Tennessee Tech,"brought- in -541 guard -Lenny-- haveret-seen-.Skeeter. -really--m-m-
, Wake Forest 77-75 and Duke
7748. The Crimion Tide oT
-, Alabama defeated Mississippi '





The boys' game tonight
between Murray High- and
Farmington has been post-
poned.
The game was to have been
played at Farmington.
It is the third game called
off for the Tigers this season.
- However, this Thursday, the
Tiger boys will be playing at
Mayfield in a makeup game of
one that, was postponed last
Friday.
• The preliminary -- gam"
featuring the 'two jayvee
teams, will begin-dhalf- hour
earlier at 6 p. m.
Also Thursday, the Tiger
"Orb -and iria -71hOys are
scheduled to play at Hickman
County.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribors who bow not
received.. eta boone-doilisered
copy of Tim blorWry lodger a
Times by 5:10 p. m. fAondoy-
Ftidoy or by 3:30 p. m. on Satur-
days are urged to call 753-1916
between 530 p, m. and 6p.m.,
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p.
and 4 p. in. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p. m. week -
or 4 p. in. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
which rose one place to
seventh, by-Tvalibittelcor2
them Arizona 132-90.
Marquette, 11-2, beat Air
Force 74-56 and Notre Dame
78-69..and jumptd from 11th to
eighth. Wake Forest beat
Clemson but lost to North
Carolina and fell from seventh
to ninth. UCLA beat California
and Stanford, and moved from
12th to 10th 'place.
Minnesota, 11-1, fell from
ninth to 11th due to its 66-64
overtime loss to Purdue.
Louisville, 10-2, moved up one
place to 12th and Maryland,
12-2, climbed from No. 14 to
No. 13.
Despite the climbs by North
Carolina, Michigan and
Marquette, the biggest
gainers in this week's poll
were the Tennessee Volun-
teers, who leaped from the
unranked i6Isto: 14On the sis
their- -Vietory aeKen 
tucky.
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press collette
ZaiketTiairpoll, with first-Place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-
5-4-3-2-1:
San Fran (38) 19-0 982
2.Cincinnati 14) 11-0 798
3.Alabama i 14-0 773
4.M.Carolina 14) 12-1 679




9.Wake Forest 12-2 262
10.11CLA • 13-2 241
11.Minnesota 11-1 211
12.Lbuisville - 10-2 210
13.Maryland 12.2 113
14.Tertnes.see 11-2 112
15.Providence ,. 12-2 100





Barber, a freshman who plays .  dunk the ball yet," Overton Barber had an easy-fast-,
for• breakTiYup. He passed it up.
Barber flicked the ball to an
oncoming John Randall who
went high in the air for a slam
dunk and the crowd, for the
-Urriptienth time, went
"I passed up the layup to
. help get the fans excited,"
Barber said.
"I'm an unselfish player
John_ _
dunk the ball . and get the




ZACH AGAIN-Zach Blasingame was a dominating force in
Murray's win Monday. Blasingame hits here for two of his 16
points. He was eight of nine from the floor. In position for the
rebound is Mike Muff (40) of the Racers.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
-1Nerfon said.-
"First of all,-we got on the,
boards with great aggression
on offense. We were a little
better in checking the
defensive boards: .
"Number two, we, ran. much
better and that sends a spark
through 'the club and crowd.
Number three, we were much
better defensively, par-
ticularly -in the second half.
_ "I really wished 'Could play _
everyone more but when you,
get five kids in the second half.
who are clicking, you have to
"That's what ,can happen play them. -Muff and Woolard
when we. get team play," are awfully hard to get out of
Grover Woolard added. the _game-- and -Jarrett- was
"That's all it_,takes." playing great and Blasingame
Twice in the game, the _ was getting out and. down the "
Racers had leads or?o points_ floor like crazy.
East Tennessee coach "Randall and Wilson have to
OUT OF SIGHT-Nat only was this
of sight but so was freshman guard
up on easy loyup to let Randall dunk
teammate Jimmy Warren.
basketball circles as one (gibe
up and Corning coaches- in the
nation, said klurray was the
best fastbreik , team his club
has played this year.
"We've been out of three
games this year, Wake Forest,
Austin Peay and Murray.
Murray is very similar to
Wake Forest in that they are,
so quick. Murray and Austin
Peay are totally different
clubs. Austin Peay is physical
and rough inside. Murray is
devastating on the fastbreak
and has great outside
shooting. It should be a heck of
a matchup when they play
each other.
"I was very impressed with
Jarrett's physical play and
Woolard's leadership.
Woolard really ran their game
Greg Joyner Carries Middle
gonda propose playing seven
men and-put a 12 second clock
in. and work with Randall on . _
his layups. I've never seen a
layup like the onethe hit. ge-
hangs in the air like Mary
Poppins," Overtop laughed.'
- Overton said the players on
his bench are not pouting
about not getting a lot of
playing- time. -
"Lenny sat on the bench for
most of the game but yet when
he comes in, he does
"something like giving up that
layup so Randall could dunk
the ball. That just shows the
great unselfishness of this
club. .
.4 "Really, if we hadn't had
such a good shooting game, we
would have had a scorcher.
Another big thing in the game
was the fact we had 12 assists
and they had one. And we had
11 steals to their two,"
Overton added.
Into Sole Possession Of Lead
Tire-Associated-Press
Greg Joyner, according to
his coach, has arrived. So, too,
has I Middle Tennessee
basketball team that has
moved -past Morehead- into
first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference standings.
With Joyner scoring 20
points - and' grabbing 15
rebounds, Middle Tennessee
walloped -Merehead 15-52,1
hanging the first OVC defeat
of the season on te Eagles. '
"Our kids just reached down
inside themselves again,".
said Middle Tendessee Coach
Jimmy Earle. "They know
what it is to be behind.
Morehead is a super team, but
it's tough to win on the road:
M iddle -- Tennessee- -fink 
advantage of ifs home court
surrowiaings to run its OVC
record to 4-0 while Morehead
fell into a second place tie with
Austin Peay and Murray at 3-
In other _OVC games
Monday, Murray bounced
East Tennessee 80=62, Western-
Kentucky stopped Eastern
Kentucky 93-82, and Austig
Peay clubbed Tennessee Tech
8B-71.
Moreheac1;7-5 overall, held
six-point leads -on five dif-
ferent occasions in the second-
half before Joyner, who
Murray is new 3-1 in the
league' and tied with
Morehead and Austin Peay for
second ' While Middle Ten-
yryer suppliedhr ttpirranda-nessee-is-44 in-the-league-and -
jumper to tie matters - 0-45 Will be here Saturday for the. •
"and' the winners didn't look.. showdown of the season in the
back. league.
Bob Martin,. who had a The Racers are already
dozen points and a like gettirig ready. Number one
number of rebounds, added a cheerleader, John Randall,
follow shot to put Middle,. now was getting the team fired up
12-2, ahead for good at 47-46. after the .win over the Bucs.
-Randall gets even me fired
up," OVertori "It'S. im-
possible- to be down when you
are around him." I_
As everyone was leaving,
Randall Summoned a couple
of spOrtswriters over his way.
"I want you -guys to thank
the fans for us. I enjoy the
scored 14 points after in- Prince had 22" and • Cebula • _crowd coming out- F really
termission, went towprk, added 20 in his first start as enjoy them "as much as




Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off
Warm-Ups Warm










Western Kentucky broke a -
five-game losing streak and
won its first league game of
the season as Aaron; Bryant,
,Casey Cebulaahd Mike Prince
-combined for 69-points.
Aaron rolled in 27 points, _
1-3 in the OVC and 4-9 overall.
Eastern, which lost its
fourth league garpe in as
many starts and its eighth in
II garnesoverall, got 22 points
from Kenny Elliott.
In qther games involving
Kentucky colleges, Ke
State FlTaules1 'Union I
Kentucky Wesleyan edg
Southern '-Illinois-Edward-
sville 59-58, Northern Ken-
tucky topperirotifigstown,
(ihio, 81* and Transylvania
nipped CampbellsVille *, 67-66.-
Louisville's scheduled-game
at Dayton was postponed
because of a weather-related
power emergency in the Ohio
town.
to thank them and tell them












































fg-Fga. ft-fta rb pf
4-11 1-2 4 1
6-9 0-0 5 1
4-6 0-0 5 3
:-13 2-2 . 3 2
7-13 0-0 2 2
,s4.2 -24* 4
7 1 7
_04 0-0 0 1/0
04 04 0 9 0
37-62 6-7 30 11 00
32 41 eo-62
dunk by John Runde!! out
Lenny Barber who Passel
the ball. Behind Randall is
(Staff Photos by Me. Bilitalbm)
This
- -
announcement is neither an offer to sail nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is mode by the Prospectus.
. 14.
Now you can earn up to9 3)er /0
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100°.
(Available in denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 73/4% to 914°-0 is payable quarterly
(or monthly on-Notes of $5.000 ormore) or, if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly





Maturity Effective Annual Interest -Rate
, ---
it 'Merest is pad It Interest ,s can-
quar1os-1y a monthlyl . pounded quarterly and
pad at nature-1 dory)
-
10 years 9.75% 1011%
5 years 5.15% 9.04%











CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A. are tieing
issued-by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc . a holding _
company whose subsidtaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casyalty
activities The net proceeds from the Investrtient
Series A. will be used by CREDITHFIIFT to retire
outstanding indebtedness. and Ins balance, of any .
wilt be added -tbthe- general funds-0t-eRED1THRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may- be obtained from a
representative-of CFC Investment Inc who is litensed in
State The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or, if you prefer, phone toll-tree at 800-457-3741 fin







ittrilf-Liiiir /7 r- r % (7.11 /1 f '
In Murray..
Rohs Wilder, Suhe 2- Bel-Air Shopping Ceruer
.. \* Phone 7 5 3-503 .
•
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you have two options - use the
short form. 1040A, or use only
_the _first page of the long form,
• 1040.
uSe ttre short titrtn-T-Thif-e viaff-
only if all your income in 1976 yotope followed all the rules,
came from wages; salaries or file the one that saves you
tips. except you are allowed up most.
,.jiL$Q0in,4WnlendS.Ad 000 in NEXT: ,Who has to file? •
interest.
Suppose .all your income
came 'from wages except for
$300 in interest on a savings ac-
count. Should you stick to the
relatively simple short form;
use mere-complicated long
form and take the standard de-
duction, or litemize deductions?
Here are some guidelines:
-,771f you want to take advan-
vtage of the new credit for the
elderly, which was known in a
more complex form in the past
as the retirement-income cred-
it, or the new credit for child-
care expenses, you may not use
the short • form. But you still
won't have to itemize, even if
you use the long form.
r it:die/1.412 t
4, • !.L)e












' is the second in a series of five
articles entitled "Coping With
Your Income Tax." They were
written to help taxpayers 'pre-
pare their 1976 tax returns.
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (A?) - More
Americans are expected to use
the standard deductions in fig-
uring their federal income tax
this year than ever before.







Reason No. 2 why H&R Block
should do your taxes.
Block didn't become America's 
largest' '1"-
income tax preparer by charging hig
h
prices. For example, if you qualify for 
the
short form, we charge a very low 
price.
And our price always includes your
resillent state return.
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
01-Fta HOURS: 9...i. se 6 p.
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PIPPA PASSES, Ky. (AP)
- Appalachian folk musician
John McCutcheon will per-
form in concert Monday at
Cushing Hall on the campus of
Alice Lloyd College here.
-McCutcheon specializes .in
mountain music, which he
plays on a yariety of













First, the standard deductions
have been increased. Second,
numerous parents who have to
- hire bapysitters in order to
keep their jobs are n6w eligible
for a tax credtrwtthout having
to iteini,ze deductions.
Taking, the standard deduc-
tion means you don't have to
keep a shoeboxful of records of
medical expenses, state and lo-
cal taxes, gasoline tax, union
dues, charitable contributions
and the like. You have a lot
less arithmetic to do when you
fill out your tax forms and that
L.aleans less chance of error.
But millions of taxpayers still
find -it to their advantage to
itemize. This means filling out
-It probably will be advan-
tageous to itemize if you have
unttsually high medical bills,
that are not covered by insur-
anCe-,-Or if you are making PhY-
ments and paying taxes on
your home.
-If you are married and fil-
ing a joint return, you should
itemize if total income is under
$13,125 and, allowable deduc-
tions total more than $2,100; if
income is between $13,125 and
$17,500 and deductions are
more than 16 per cent. of in-
come, or if income exceeds
$17,500 and deductions exceed
$2,800.
-If you are single, you
should itemize if income is un-
Ford Predicts Woman For
Vice-President, Maybe President
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Ford thinks a
woman will be vice president
and maybe president by 1992.
"1 think .4 will happen this
way," he said, feeling relaxed
and prophetic three days
away from departare. '#1 think
you will have a woman
nominated for Vice president
and she will sucteed a




"Yes. I think that is how it
la female presidency) will
first happen."
..You mean, she will cook
_bath  siciPs of  Eorni_.1010 and _dar $11\625...an4rle4uctioaa. are. his last 
_
Schedule A, on which deduc- more than $1,700; if income is 
-You said that ! ' said
(ions are listed. between $10,625 and 615.000 and Gerald "Ford, roarin
g with
On the other hand if you .deductions-more than 16 per laughter. He went on to add,
take the stndard deduction cent of income. _or  if income spriousl , thought- .the
exceeds $15,000 and deductions election of a woman president
are more than $2,400. would- be "too big a step" in
It Might be worth your effort the next 16 years.
ttiiigure your tax. liability all '- "But l-titink-there-will be a
woman nominated and elected
vice president in the next four
presidential elections," he
said. For moment, he
seemed to backtrack on how
she would become president.
Ford thinks the Republicans
are more likely to put the first
woman on a national ticket
than the Democrats. -We
came reasonably close," he
said, to nominating Anne
Armstrong, ambassador to
Britain, for vice president last
year.
. "How close?"
-She was in the last three,
four actively, honestly con-
sidered." . .
The outgoing President
made these observations in a
last interview Monday with
The Associated Press in an
Oval Office largely denuded of
his personal things, his books
and mementoes.
* On Corner -of his desk,
which once belonged to John
Kennedy, someone had placed
several volumes of the papeiss
of Woodrow Wilson and
Alexander Hamilton. They
aren't Ford's. No one knew
what they were doing there
unless it was 'thought by
someone deep in the White
House bureaucracy that they
might makelight eading for
the next president.
• Three large vans were
pulled up outside the White
House. In the residence,ItettY
Ford was directing the
.disposition of packed boxes
and crates. "That one to
California," she was saying.
"This to Michigan. This for
storage."
In the Oval Office, the 38th
President puffed serenely on
his pipe, taking questions
large and small.
After the inaugural Thur-
sday, the Fords head for the
Bing Crosby golf tournament
at Pebble Beach and then onto
Palm Springs where they will
live.
"Mr. President, can you tell
me about your feelings here
these- last few days? Do you
find yourself looking out at the
inaugural stands?"
"No, no."
le said the pace of hia work
has "slowed down." What
remains are "three or four
things that will go .up to
Congress" or be his last
executive orders. "The work
is done on them ... So, instead
of spending a lot of time
planning future relations with









ACROSS 1 Large cask
1 Man's 2 A state ,
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with foreign countries ... we
are tying up tag ends." .
-What do you want out of
life npw, Mr. President?"
"I would like to be,- in the
short range, a constructive
private citizen in relation to
government policy, domestic
and international."
Additionally, he said, he ex-
pects to visit a "number of
campuses, from one to five
days a semester," talking to .
and answering the questions
of students and faculty.
He also plans "a book or
two" about his presidency and
life before that.
"As the inauguration comes
only-koare away, de-you find--
that Mr. Carter's positions
and yours are less distant than
before the election?"
-have- refrained ffoni
being critical because he
deserves, and the American
people deserve, to get off on _
ttiVIAg foot pOttible. Some Of
the -• statemente of his ap7
pointees seem to be getting
closer and closer to-positions •
we have taken. I (read) that
Burt Lance -(appointed
director of the Office of
Management and Budget)
said the Carter budget will be
the Ford budget with minor
modifications."
"Back in 1974, when you
were six weeks in the job, I
asked you how you liked it.
You said, 'I love it.', Did you,
as it turned out, always love
it?"
"Yes. It was a tremendous
challenge. I really looked
forward to coming to the office
every day for 242 years ... As
long as I thought I was con-
tributing - and I did - it.was
stimulating."
"You never expected or
wanted to be president. You
became president and-ran for
your own election and lost. In
that context, were you ever
sorry you became president in
the first place?"
"Not at all ... It is the
greatest experience a person
east have..."
"What I had in mind was
that look of profound hurt you
had the morning after you lost
... Was that look related to the
fact that you go down in
history as the only man to
occupy this office without ever
having been elected on a
national ticket?"
"No. I wouldn't say that
ever really had an impact ...
wanted to be elected on my
Own. But the fact that I came
in under the 25th Amendment
didn't affect judgments, didn't
affect plans and I wasn't
thinking about it, What I was
really- thinking (of) -was the
shock to the family as a whole
Here Gerald Ford was
reminded that every president
before him went into
retirement with a sort of
4omfarta_b1e annuity,' the
reassurance that at -one time
or another the majority of his
country had voted for him.
"I was very pleased with the
48-plus per cent, bearing in
mind where we were in August
... We came as close as you
can without winning."
"Would another week have
done it?"
"I think we had the
momentum going. Yes. I
would say no more than a
week."
—A1-242-months-too-leng
between the election and the
inauguration of a new
president?"
"I don't think so. It has
taken Gov. Carter that long to
put a Cabinet together. And it
is the right amount of time for
somebody in this office to wind
things down."
It wasn't a particularly
awkward or painful time for
you?"
"No." •
"Thank you, Mr. President,
and good luck."
Gerald Ford smiled, as he




- Spanish frogmen searched
Barcelona harbor through the
night for the bodies of
American servicemen still
missing from the U.S. Navy
landing craft that a Spanish
freighter ran down more than
24 hours before.
At least 38 sailors and
Marines were believed dead
and 12 others were unac-
counted for.
A Navy spokesman said by
Monday night the bodies of 24
men had been recovered; 14
more men who survivors said
were aboard the lautitli were
missing, and 12 men had not
been accounted for. But he
added that the 12 might have
remained ashore on leave.
More than 50 survivors
swam to shore or were fished
fitniatie hai bur, -and about 30
of them were reported in-
jured.
The Navy was expected to
announce the. itamigs: Of. -.be,
dead and ingeed in
Washington today.
The 56-foot landing craft
was carrying more than 100
men back from shore leave to
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tr bt mted S,n,fir• e. Inc I /
the helicopter carrier Guam
and the amphibious transport
Trenton when the 380-ton
coastal freighter Urela hit it
and capsized it about 2:20 a.m.
Monday.
The Navy boat had just
pulled away from the dock and
rounded a pier when the small
freighter bore down on it.
"We saw a ship coming at us
suddenly and it kept coming,"
said Marine Cpl. Herb
Braxton, 22, of Camden, N.J.
"People started to yell,
'Derma, watch out!' but the
ship kept coming.
"The bump didn't do much
damage but the ship just kept
on coming into us and that's
what turned us over."
Many of the men swam to
safety. Twelve men were
trapped under the launch, but
there wail an Wit...Wan-space
that enabled them to breathe.
They were rescued two hours
later when Spanish tugboats













For OM/ A Dollar
...And Thal Includes
Coffee And Tax!
One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.
Weekdays Ill 10 A/4
...Try It!
_ FDR FREE__ UL. and-



















Poison Control .  753-750
Senior Citizens  753-0919
SWIM,  753-1Iff0









A Small Business Ad-
ministration Lo-an
representative will be
available in Paducah, at City
Hall (second floor), Com-
missioner's Chambers, from
9:00 a.m. til 12:00 noon,





Visits by SBA .• staff are
made to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel to
Loin-Wilk for the agency's
services.
Businessmen inquiring
about an SBA loan are asked
to bring with them current
profit and loss statements and
a balance sheet for the last
complete business year.
Persons not presently in
business, but seeking financial
help to start should bring a
current personal financial
statement. Phone (502) 442-
7561.
SBA provides counseling
service through the Service
Corps Of Retired Eleeitives
(SCORE) on the first Thur-




requested to check the.
first insertion of ads for
correction. This
newspaper will be
responsible for onl 
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
-AND-NdrirrotInftsm-















on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-



















you to bring your
Volkswagen; Porsche,





















for free visit and in-
forrnation, 753-6881.
IF YOU WOULD like to
know what God's plan is
.for you and you believe
the Holy Bible is God's
• inspired word. Call 753-
0984 Saturday 8 a.m.-9
p.m., Sunday 8 a.m.-9
p.m.





- - interviewing college





training in Dallas, Tex.
Must be WO working,
aggressive, enjoy
working with people.
For . interview op-
portunity send resume
to Jim Hurt, 2200 Abbott





Repair work, new con-











14. Want To But
$2,000.00 MONTHLY! GOOD USED electric
SPARETIME! Un- typewriter. Call 762-2796
believably,- eReitifib4Y- - dayS, 753-9339 everungs.
easy4 Send self- • "-
addressed and stamped
envelope to Rog 1824, F1JR Red Fox, $45-0 .
Grey fox $30,00.cleyelsnd, - 0114.0= milskrat -e5.00, Mink
$100.00 AND MORE
weekly possible working
• Part Time at home. Age
and Education nc
barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope. King, Box 233







Box 188, Albany, MO
64402.
EARN MONEY. No in-
vestment. Take Catalog
Orders for Lisa Jewels.
WHAT WE do best is






Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
31385. •
3 C37(1 Of Thanks
I WOULD like to thank all
my friends and neigh-
bors for the flowers and
kind expressions of
sympathy during the




WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-
















Call 527-1315 nr .74-8854 
A NEW OPENING FOR
full time salesperson for
local retail store in
downtown Murray. Age
25-40. Experience
preferred but will train.
Apply in own hand-
writing, giving past
experience, age, marital





BE A SARA CON-
VENTRY fashion show
director, full or part
time. Opportunity for
local -manager, no in-
vestments, no delivery._
Call today! Call 753-2290.
AVON
Sell beautiful products -
you'll find you never
looked so good. No
experience necessary.
Call 753-5750 in Murray
or write Glenda Duke,
Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
42001.
DISTRIBUTOR
We are in the booming automotive parts after-
market. No selling-we supply the accounts. Up to
$250 weekly part time.---1JF to $750 or more full
time. $2,995 investment for inyentory. For in-
formation write enclosing phone number and ad-
dress to: WAYCO CORPORATION, 175 Fulton




3-11 & 11-7 shifts in Coronary Care & Critical Care
Areas. Salaries comparable to other Medical
Facilities in area. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Contact Director of Nursing Jennie Shari
Memorial Hospital 502-886-5221 Ext. 609, Hopkin-
svilte, Ky. 42240.-Equal Opportunity Employer.
POSITION AVAILABLE
Insurance and Benefit Clerk
High school graduate or equiviknt, some college preferred. Above
average typing skills needed lo perform a wide variety of clerical
and other personnel duties, primarily those incidental to all em-
ployees insurance and benefit program. Duties include explaining
details of insurance program, filing weekly sickness and accident
claims, major medical, life and AD and D claims. Corresponding
with insurance departments in local hospitals and clinics and
working with personnel assistant to maintain personnel records-an;
tiles and performing various other duties assigned.
Excellent salary plus broad fringe benefit package.
For employee application, entity attire _
Personnel Department of the
Tappan Company, January 19. 1917
/c TJIPPfl fompdfi
Appliance Group - Murray Operation '
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
loped opportunity Employer IA/F
WOULD LIKE to buy 30,
40 or 55 gallon
aquarium. Call 767-4383.











MAMIYA C 330 camera,





lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also





anything like it," say
users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer. Big









sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. Welt Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avetitte. 7534767, -
SALE -I- CHA INSAW
chains, 3,a" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,










and Service, 500 Maple





FOR SALE tag zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19. Farm Equipment
11 FOOT Chisel plow,
excellent Condition. Call
489-2557.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
't building, grain cleaneg
' or new spray 'equipment
for spring. Agri.
Products has them. Call
753-2958. .
FOR ALL YOUR fencing













made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-444-7323.
26 TV Radio
LLOYDS 106 WATTS AM-
FM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. tur-
ntable. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.
27 Mobile Home Sies
12 x70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, I and 3'4
baths, all electric Call 
. 753-4548 after 5 p.m.
1973 12 x 60 Criterion,
fully furnished, and
• carpeted. Call 753-5807.
1966 PATRITION 11
MOBILE HOME, 50 x
• 12. 1"2- baths, .-electric - -
and gas heat. Washer,
eye level oven. $2100.
Call 753-8668 or 753-4757.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT - large
mobile home on lake.
Blood River area. $60
month. Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals
20 x 60, 808 CHESTNUT
Northside Shopping
tenter. -Call 753-0425 or
753-7527.
1. Want To Rent
WANT TO-RENT •as soon
as possible in Murray
area. Two bedroom






except for stove and
refrigerator. Couple
with one child. Call 753-
9668 or 753-0908.











32 Apartments For Rent
FURNLSFEED APART=





MENT in New Concord.
.$50 a Month. Call 436-
2427.
32 Apartments For Rent
EFFICIENCY APART-
partial utilities
paid.. -Prefer- Off.' --Ca-
753-9741.
EXTRA NICE furnished








dryer,, hookup. Private -






Central heat and air.







month. Bills paid. Call
753-9612 or 753-3188
evenings.





South 16th -Street, 753-
6609. •
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the couritr. Call 436:-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
FOUR ROOM HOUSE....
with bath. Has 2
bedrooms, refrigerator
and stove. Call before 11
or after 8. $90 per month.
Phone 436-2166.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE.
retail store building on
south side ourt,square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
GROCERY STORE and




FOR LEAS!. - Building,
20x 60 on 302 N. 4th. Call
7534881
37 Livestock - Supplies
EIGHT PIGS for sale.
Nice. $30 each. Call 489-
2456, Herman C. Witty.
HAVE AN OLDER horse









NEW LISTING ... Good
home at a ̀ ,,irgain price.
Home, s well-
construct' d and-In-
sulated, ho- 2 bedrooms,
bath, room and
kitcher. I oeeted ,on
quiet str, et in nice
neihbr td. Also,
• outside,st
Priced a1 only 012,750.
Don-'t di ay, call as
today or this excellent
buy. koPPERLID
REALTN. :53-1222.
TWo ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
APPROXIMATELY 112
acres located on Ky. 280
near the TVA- Wildcat;
Creek recreation area.
Property is on both sides
dl the road with a long







Main St., 753-0101 or
'Brice Ratterree, 753-
5921.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished






WE HAVE PROSPECTS .
for three bedroom
homes up to the 20's.
Caine by Wilson
and 'ResH
Estate, across from' the
post office or call 753-
3263
COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central. heat and air. 
patio; 2 car garage with
double - concrete
drisiwa2,.. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.




FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th, 753-8080 or call
any of our salespeople:
Homer Miller, 753-7519;





FOR RENT OR SALE: -8
room house, 3 bedroom,
central heat and air, 4
miles from Murray on
641. Call 753-5618.
A LOT EOR your money
in this 3 bedroom home
recentTy redeCrirail.
inside and out: New
Appliances, abundant
storage areas, and extra
Tot. All this for $19,500.
Phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation on this fine
home.
South 12th at Sycamore
 T [LEN ION! 7541-1031
46 Homes For Sale
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753.3185.
1964 BUICK SPECIAL
 3ts cylindes, autoniatter.-
Good running condition.
Good tires. $225. Call
753-0626.
51. Services Offered
WILL DO inside or out-







Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8





tires. $125. Dune Buggy,
289 Engine, automatic
transmission. ' Best
offer. Headache rack for
semi. $50. Ca11.753-0085.
time toimson




Thuis., Fri., & Sat.'s
Only
June would like to invite
all her former patrons




SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for












TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete-patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,

























1969 FORD 360 automatic
new mud and snOw tires:
See at Njurray Motel,
.1rooni 4. Priced $350.00
for quick sale.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1973 CUTLASS Supreme.





Nice car. Call 474-2346.
• 1976 BUICK REGENCY,
automatic, power and
air', bucket seats, AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
BIG HOUSE for family,
help fiay. Five
bedrooms, 3 baths,-











Honda 550 four with
windjammer. fall 753-
2226. .
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
Gift. *Good price. Call
753-7327.
49. Used Cars S Trucks
1973 GRAitsil) ,Torino
wagon, 9\ passenger,
power and air. "Extra
nice. Call 489-2266,
1971- DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904.
1 Services Offered
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








in atiUques. Call 753-0493
or 751-9232.
TRASH SERVICE.  
Garages cleaned. 'Trash
hàsiled off. ihraivhouses,
barns, etc. Call 767-2357.-
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job




work needs call John







6425.00 op, floored, reedy to esti. Also precut, you built es
low as $300.00. II s Ii, to 24 it 60 stenrIertl, Ittrt will precut
toy site emoded. Bey Wee best ter loss





Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
'ELECTRICAL REPAIR.'
of electric heat, air
condition. appliances,
water pumps, water_




fer storm windows and
doors.-- Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass





IN /Ay "delt-riersor sustbsd
dun carpets is
EASILY-
38 potiod oortatne powe,
noose does ah the wort
EETICTIVELY- _
Clean, tutsrs,am tacuut‘os
Dot am tore rut and' '




a tractton of the cost
1101.1 SAVI UP TO
$2',X PER ROOW
Rent for only $12.00 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
MO- kw Coster 753.9047
NEEL) TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or  light 
haulm . Uail iD,14711/.
WILL DO BABYSIT-
TING, 5 days a week.





gjia,ranteed. , Call or .
write Morgan Con-
struction -Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.












53. Feeo And Seed
FOR SALE - Timothy
hay. Call 435-4132_











A revised rate schedule has been made effective by
the Tennessee Valley Authority.





/ the Citizens of the
City of Murray:
The City of Murray is going to have a BRUSill
pickup starting January 17 - March 18 of 19771'7'
This is a BRUSH pickup Only! Below is a set of
rules that Luna be followed to insure that your
brush will be picked up:
Brush and tree trimmings must be cut and
placed- ithin lb' of the e eof street With butt
ends faci 'g the Areet. Bruh must be non larger
than 4'' a butt ends and 8' length. BnAh can-
- not be picked up ilvines, briars; wire, lumber, or
other foreign objects are mixed in with brush.
- -Pins*  asp, ere, end aide by Mote regeletioos.
- Do Not Cell The Office • •
We will not make special trips anywhere.
Signed










Dies Services Held For AppointmenlsRemainsCertainty
..Eugene Thomas, formerly
—el- Murray-, died Saturday at
one p. -m. eat a hospital in
Grand Prairie, Texas, where
he resided. Htwas 68 years of
age.
Mr. Tomas is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ola. Mae Hutson
Thomas, to whom he was
married in August 1936; one
son, Dennis Eugene Thomas,
and three grandchildren, all of
Grand Prairie, Texas.
Also .surviving are five
sisters of Mrs ..Thomas who
are Mrs. Lela E'clwards of
Murray, Mrs. Derward Ed-
wards of New Concord, Mrs.
Sue Wynn of Benton, Mrs.
Pauline --A2tarrts- br -Parts.-
Tenn., and Mrs. Gladys
Chilciitt of Fdirmington, Mich.
Services will be conducted
... Wednesday At _eleven a. m. at 1, 1937;.  three daughters, Mrs.
the gravesite at the New Donald Mohler, Maceo, Mrs.
Clara Tecker, Murray .Route
Eight, and Mrs. Doyle Pierce,
Murray Route Two; ' three
sisters, Mrs. Connie Newsome
and Mrs. Obera Newsome,








Liberty Cemetery, located on
Highway 121 and 19, just south
of the Calloway County and
Henry County Line with the
Rev. Gerald Owen officiating.
Friends may call at
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn.
Baby Boy Dead On
Arrival, Hospital
Word has been-received of 
the death of the six-month-old
son of former Springville,
Tenn., residents, Ronald
Mason and Mary Ann Jarvis
Williams, now of Poplar Bluff,
Mo.
The baby, Ronald Eritt
Williams, was dead on arrival
at the Poplar Bluff Hospital on
Friday.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p. m. at Carl
White Funeral Home in Fisk,
Mo., with Ben Drisdale of-
ficiating. Burial was in
Kensey Cemetery.
Ronald Eritt was born July
3, 1976, in Murray. He is
survived by his parents, a
half-sister, Mary Alice
Kennon, two brothers, Van
Michael and Ronald • Keith
-Witham, bottrof-Poplar Bluff,
and maternal grandparents,
-August and Mabel Schaefer of
Poplar Bluff. His paternal
grandparents were the late
Mr. and Mrs. Eritt C.
Williams of PM-year, 'Tenn.
Final Rites Held
Today For Ivy Bucy
Final rites for Ivy Bucy are
being held today at 2:30 p. m.
at the chapel of the McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with burial to follow in the
cemetery at Puryear; Tenn.
Mr. Bucy, age 74, a retired
farmer of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday
at 6:30 p. m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Chards and i3 survived by his
wife, Mrs. Sadie Key Bucy, to
whom he was married in 1937,





Chicago, Ill. - A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-opetating
model of the-smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone an-
swering this advertisement.
Send for this non-operating
model, put it on and wear it in
the privacy of your own home.
While many people with
hearing loss will not receive
any significant benefit from
any hearing aid, this non-
working model will show you
how tiny hearing help can be,
And it's yours' to keep, free.
The actual aich„,weighs less
than a third of 'T ounce, and
it's all at ear level, in one unit.
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly no
ebligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today .to Dept.' 5148, Beltone
Electronics, 4201 W. Victoria)
Si, Chicago, III. 60646.
The funeral for Garland
Wadkins of 605 Ellis Drive,
Murray, was held Monday_ at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Paul Dailey and
the Rev. Charles .Ysuicey
officiating And Mrs. Oneida




Tucker, Sammy Tucker, and
Jeffrey Pierce. Burial was in
the Kirksey Cemetery.
Mr. Wadkins, age 71, died
Saturday at 7:47 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
- Hospital. He was a retired
carpenter and was a -member
of the Locust Grove Church of
- the Nazarene.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Bessie Enoch Wadkins ,• to
whom he was married on May
James D- Whitlock
Dies At Age Of 95;
Funeral Wednesday
James Dale (Jim) Whitlock
of Murray Route Three died
Monday at. 6:45 p. m. at the
Hilltop Nursing Home, Kut-
tawa. He was 95 years of age.
Vr. Whitlock was a retired
farmer and a member Of the
Friendship Church of Christ.
Born November 26, 1881, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Billy and Nancy
Whitlock.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Nobles,
Providence; one son, Rudy
Whitlock, Eddyville; three
half brothers, Toe Towery,
Lacy Tower*.
Hazel, and Olvie Towery,
Dexter; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at one-p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Lake
Riley officiating. Burial will
be in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p. m.
today (Tuesday).
Infant Son Dies At
Hospital On Sunday
Bryan Allen Doughty, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Doughty of Farmington Route
One, died Sunday night at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The infant is survived by his
parents; paternal grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs, Fred
Doughtyof'-Myfivld Route
Five; maternal grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. LaMarr Britt,
Graves County.
Funeral services were held
this morning at eleven o'clock
at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., officiating.





in Calloway- Countymet to
form the 'Calloway County
Chiropr-actic Society at an
organizational meeting this
month. '
After- approval of the con-
stitution, which had been
drafted prior to the meeting,
Dr. Bryan L. Thacker of the
Murray Chiropractic Center
was elected president of the
society and Dr. Ronald Wuest,
also of. Murray, was elected
secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Thacker stated,
following the meeting, that the
goals of the society, as
outlined in the preamble to the
constitution were to better
inform the public as to the
nature and importance of
chiropractic care 'within the
total health spectrum and to
allow the local, chiropractic
physicians an opportunity to
meet with each other and
share their knowledge and
skills so that both the \doctors
and their patients might
benefit.
WASHINGTON ( AP). --
Despite the withdrawal of
Theodore Sorensen as
Presitierit-elect ,Carter's
nominee . for CIA . director,
Senate confirmation remains
a virtual certainty for the
other men and women Carter-
chose to run the government:
Three Cabinet nominees
won committee backing last
week, and at least five more
were expected to win approval
handily today.
Committees scheduled votes
on Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus to
be interior secretary; Ray
Marshall as labor secretary;
Senate Confirmation For Carter Gas Bills To Be
Changed In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP )-
Kentuckians will pay higher
resign his club Memberships The attacks included Atlanta banker who was gas bills in much of the
today. He refused to promise criticism of his registering as Georgia's transportation western dart of the state and
not to rejoin the clubs after_ a conscientious objector in secretary when Carter was lower ones in some eastern
returning to private life. But 1946 and his use of classified governor, promised the regions under recent state
Bell asked the comMittee to information in a book he wrote Senate Government Public Service Commission
act quickly on his nomination on the Kennedy ad- Operations Committee that he orders.
%cause "somebody's got to ministration. , would work for a balanced
run the-Justice Department"- In Plains, Ga., Carter -budget by 1981 and try to 
And the cost of telephone
The full Senate traditienally expressed regret about reduce federal red tape. 
service will go up for many if
the commission grants a
confirms the. Cabinet Sorensen's decision, but Andrus, 45, told the Senate General Telephone- of Ken-
nominees as a group shortly praised him for sparing "the Interior Committee that he tucky rate increase request
after the president is sworn in administration and the and the Carter administration debated at a hearing Monday.
oninauguration day. country the -effects of a would support a strict strip The rate increase is far
.Unlike the criticism of Bell, divisive and emotional mining bill that twice was Western Kentucky Gas, based
which started the day Carter controversy." vetoed by President Ford. ' in Owensboro and serving
nominated him, attacks on Other Carter nominees who large parts of central, and
Sorensen mounted suddenly in testified Monday met warmer western Kentucky, including
the final days before the receptions. , Contracts the cities of. Paducah,
Joseph Califano as secretary confirmation hearing._ en  his Langs.,..._ Ihe 4,5-yeaez,eld
s*amatic 
Purchase      Area 
Jaisisingbor.G, .414.4Hlison.y.imeI Priem erWilli ninbel local bitt rest at noon
of health, - education aria- nomination to hea4t4c1A.
welfare; W. Michael In making his 
Blumenthal as treasury withdrawal MendaY SojenserL
secretary, and Patricia told the Senate Intelligence ' Hog MarkeIX-N_
"Roberts Harris as secretary of Committee he did not want to
housing and urban -handicap" the Carter ad-' Federal isai,e1t977 Market News Service
Jdevelopment. . ministration with a bitter Kentucky Purchase AreaHog Market list- of contracts in state residential customer, because Texaco  27% -4
NAITlinatinn 43f---nlOalaS- B.-- Senate- -battle--ever --hia---tweer&Inwasliws-saienlesiens---7--bistor --- --------- - ' -- -traypfl... . • 4teceipts: Act. 310 Est. 400 Barrows & ' erea-Se ift-trie GAF Corp 
.. 
Lance to the Cabinet-level nomination. Gilts steady to firm Sows steady Roberts said the contracts cost of gas from Texas Gas Georgia Pacific 
-.-1,.,-.-....•-:, r .. -   :14kirli. - -
was up fora vote. $37.75-38.75 
state's 120 counties, with work Tennessee (las Pipeline Co., Jun Walters Kirsch ,-  
 31ixit +Ai .,,.
.. 354 13+unc4
444 -4
post of director of the Office of Sorensen, a top aide to us 1-2 200-230 lbs. $40.0"0-5° cover work in at least 90 of the Transmission Corp. and the Pfizer 
Management and Budget also President John F. Kennedy. g 2.41-3 200-240 lit:.  $39.50-40.00
surprised the panel by an- uss-izso-zseite, from interstate which supply Western Ken- Disney wsThe Senate Judiciary flouncing his withdrawal after 1%1-2 27 lbs 832.0114310 highway and Appalachian tucky gas. 
Franklin Mint 264 unc
Committee finished hearings defending himself against us 1-3 300-4501bsi 833.0635.90 road construction to 400 miles . Another major company, Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
Monday on Griffin B. Bell's what he called "scurrilous and bIll300-500 'It $31.00-32.00 of resurfacing and 1,300 miles Columbia Gas, is .refunding I. m. Simon co. are as follows:$35.50-37.00 today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
Y unfounded personal attacks.- Boars 17 00-18 00. of summer mowing. $1.3 million to its customers in • Industrial Avg • ,, . -3.16
nomination to be attorney
general after five days of central, north-central and
testimony. There was ne in- northeastern Kentucky,
vote. Inaugural To 0pe11 TO because of rate reductions andrefunds by its suppliers,dication when members would
Despite controversy over Columbia Gas Transmission
Bell's membership in clubs carp anti _enhtrphin l NG
that have no minorityWASIJINGTON (Al') -- Sgliprony Orchestra, starting thern to Monterey, Calif. Corp. ,
members and over his role Fireworks, folk dancing and at 7 p.m. Mike Barna, spokesman for
during Georgia's resistance to symphony music officially - The American Folk Dance At the same time, the newly Columbia Gas, said the
school desegregation in open Jimmy Carter's and Concert, a potpourri that installed President Carter will average residential customer
Georgia, his confirmation inaugural celebration tonight. includes Indian and Cajun be escorted up Pennsylvania will receive credit of $1.32 a
seems assured. . It's the start of a five-day, $3- music, begins at 9 p.m. at the Avenue - "The Street of the month on his account for the
Bell, an Atlanta lawyer and million marathon of parties, railroad station, now known Presidents" - in a motorcade
and receptions. as the National Visitor's led by a man who wanted to be 
next four months. .former federal judge, told the concerts The General Telephone
panel Monday that he would Carter, himself hasn't Center. president himself, Sen. Hubert hearing involved Cross- New Chairarrived in town, so the At 8 a.m. Wednesday, there H. Humphrey, grand marshal
State Senator - festivities and the celebrants will be a 35-minute inter-faith of the parade.will be starting without him. prayer service at the Lincoln • 
examination of company
-Then there will be seven' 
officials who defended the rate
of return the company would 
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) -
FouE tens of, fireworks will Memorial. The service, Dr. Ronald C. Horn, formerly -inaugural parties that night.  receive if the commission professor -of insurance andTo Speak Here- start exploding at 7:30 tonight conducted by the Pastor . of
on the Mall, which stretches Carter's Baptist - church in Carter and Mondale will make 
granted the $6.5 million a year risk at Temple University, is
from the Washington Plains, Ga., will include appearances at each. The 
increase being requested. the first chairholder of a new
Monument to the Capitol. Carter's' sister, , seventh party was added 
Richard Heman, corn- office at Eastern Kentucky
But zero-degree tern- Stapleton, and the Rev. Monday in an effort to ac: 
mission secretary, said, the University.
Ruth 
conunodate an extra 5,000 increase would be different in EKU has established theperatures are predicted, so Martin Luther King Sr. ' '
those who want to witness the Carter, who arrives in town revelers. 
the different General new chair, which will put Horn
Telephone exchanges in in charge of, all insurancepredominantly green and late Wednesday, will miss
centrai and eastern Kentucky, education in Eastern's Collegewhite display - Carters - receptions for his vice
campaign t olors - will be president, Walter Mondale. Economy. . . but • that - overall, it would of Busineis, including the new
amountto 11.1 per cent. haocala-urate- program - ' •wise o wear long-jo is, —But-he-plans-te ottend-the 
iCompany witnesses, n- insurance. Music from Gershwin's "New Spirit Inaugural Con- (Continued from Page I)
"Porgy and Bess" and vert" at the Kennedy-Center N.
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony on Wednesday night. Only
will be featured at a dual 2,000 VIPs are invited, but the
concert at thg Kennedy Center show will be televised by CBS.
by the National Symphony Carter and his family will,























Weisenberger will be the first
of three speakers fer a series
on Capital Punishment, to be
presented at the weekly
Wednesday Luncheons at the
United Campus Ministry at
12:30.
Senator Weisenberger, one
of thirty-five of thirty-eight
Senators votipg yes for capital
punishment on December 18,
1976, in the special session of
the Kentucky General
Assembly, will present the
legal background for the fact
of capital punishment.
He is aresident of. Mayfield,
and a member of the Rotary
Club, First Christian Church
and the Kentucky and
American Bar Association. An
Attorney at Law, he is a




luncheon is open to the public
with the cost being $1.25.
Reservations are not
necessary, and inquiries may
be made at 753-3565.
National Teacher
Examination To
Be Given At MSU
Schools. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
"It causes problems for a lot
of parents. They have to hire a
babysitter if they work," he
said. "It disrupts their home
life."
And the closings now may
mean delayed vacations in
June. If not, school systems
could lose state aid money,
Graham said. .
He explained, that school
districts can apply to the state
Prospective teachers who
plan to take- the National
Teacher ExaminationS at
Murray State University on
Feb. it have less than two
weeks to register with
Educational Testing Service
(ETS) of Princeton, N. J.
Dr. William Allbritten, test
supervisor, said registrations
must be mailed in time to
reach ETS no tater than Jan.
27. Registration forms and
instructions may be obtained
from the Counseling and
Testing Center in Ordway Hall
on the carnpus\. or ,directly
from the National Teacher
Examinations, ETS, Box 911,
Princeton, N. .12, 08540.
During the one-day testing
session, a registrant may take
the Common Examinations,
which -include tests in
professional and general
education, plus one of 27 Area
Examinations, designed to
probe knowledge of particular
subject matter and teaching
methods.
Once registered, each
candidate will receive an
admission ticket and
notification of the . exact
location of the center to wlich
to report. Those taking the
Common Examinations will
report at 8:30 a. m. on Feb, 19
and finish at about 12 : 36.p. m.,
AlVitten said, \while Area
Exartilhations are, ,scheduled
from 1:30 to 4:15 0. m. the
same day.
•
Blair House, the official guest
quarters across the street
from the White House.
Thursday morning, he goes
to the White House for coffee
with President Ford and Mrs.
Ford, Mondale and Mrs._
Mondale and Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller and
Mrs. Rockefeller.
They will then go to the
Capitol for the 11:30 swearing-
in ceremony, the last function
Ford attends as President.
The Constitution calls for his
term to expire precisely at
noon on Thursday, Jan. 20.
The Fords will go from the
FRANK#ORT, Ky. (AP) - Bowling Green, Shelbyville Tims by First of Michigan. Corp.. of
Transportation Secretary and Danville. Murray, are as follows:
John. Robertaaajra-uoittracts - -The oommission-awarded-
will be awarded' in the next an increase that will amqunt
few weeks_ on some 140 high- to $9.38 a year, or 82 cents a
way bids, the largest one-time month for the average
business investment needed
for a sustained recovery.
The Ford economists also
argued that spending on
public works to create jobs
might risk overstimulating
the economy at a later stage.
- -The unemployment rate,
which rose to 8.1 per cent a
month after the election, has
fallen back to 7.9 per cent, the
Labor Department reported
last week. That means 7.6
million Americans were out of
work, down 210,000 from a
month ago.
The government statistics
released Monday showed that
industrial production gained
seven-tenths of one per cent in
December after a 1.2 per cent
rise in November. The latest
increase put industrial output
0 00 • 
I 1 • t Ir
five "disaster days ...for a
natural disaster, and I assume
that is what this is. .
"They. can, have a five-day
shorter term, 170 diys instead
of 175," he said.
But 170 schools days is the
minimum, and those must be,
held before .the end of the
fiscal year, June 30.
If a system has closed
school too many days to bring
the total back up to 170 by
June 30, it may apply to
Graham for permission to
hold makeup days on Satur-
days as well.
He said districts have' not
begun applying for the five-
day reductions or the
Saturday makeup days. yet,
but "I'm sure they'll be
coming in." - 
_ _
He said districts will not lose
state aid money if they make
Up the- lost daps, unless at-
tendance is low on the makeup
days. '
If student./ head for the
swimming holes or go on
vacations, it could cost their
school districts money, he
said. It depends on the at-
tendance on the makeup days.
Poor attendance could reduce
it." ,
Most Kentucky school
systems close for the summer
around June 1 in a normal
year, but it already appears it
ceimtNAT-toN REOUt EMENTS HAVE EEN METwill be later than that this 1E.r.,ERNI-TI8sATioN I certify that I am the chief Execktive Officer and,
year, and Graham noted that witfYrespect to the entitlement funds reported hereon, I certify that they
more school closings nuiy, be r
- 1 01 t
reme ctton 1031 or ttgli m funds prohibition (Section
hay not b n used in viola n of either the priority, expenditure
necessary.
It could Ire the middle of
June or even later," he said.
"It's still early in the winter."
Base where a plane from the cent, compared to 4.3 per cent




1914 Coldwater Rd. — 753-0319
Green your way out of the mid-




SHARING AaTUAL USE REPORT
GENERAL REVENUE SHARINSI.PROVIDES FEDERAL FUNDS DIRECTLY TO LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS, YOUR GOVERNMENT MUST PUBLISH
THIS REPORT ADVISING YOU HOW THESE FUNDS HAVE BEEN USED OR OBLIGATED DURING THE YEAR FROM JULY 1, 1976. THRU DECEMBER 31
1976 THIS IS TO INFORM YOU OF YOUR GOVERNMENT'S PRIORITIES AND TO ENCOURAGE YOUR PARTICIPATION IN DECISIONS ON HOW FUTURE
FUNDS SHOULD BE SPENT NOTE: ANY COMPLAINTS OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE USE OF THESE FUNDS MAY 81E SENT TO THE OFFICE OF
REVENUE SHARING, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226.
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has received General Revenue Shanng
payments totaling $
during the period horn July / T976 trtru-Decernber 31 .1976









president E. ey1..w ere
cross-examined by earn,- -
mission staff members and\
the attorney general's con-
sumer protection division.
Heman said.
He said opponents of the
increase will file prepared
testimony by Feb. 10 and will
be cross-examined -by com-
pany representatives" in
another hearing Feb. 23. Both
sides will then file briefs and
























I DI TRUST FUND REPORT irefer to I nstruct.on Di
1 Balance as of June 30. 1976 I F.,
2 Revenue Sharing Funds
Received from July 1, 1976 thru December al 1976 S
Interest Receive°
or Credited (July I 1976 thru December 31 19761
4 Funds Released from Obhgations (IF ANY)
5'Sum of Imes 1, 0, 3, 4
6 Funds Returned to ORS IF AltY1




8 Total Amount Expended
(Sum ot,une /5 column B and column CI S 
9 Balance as of December 31, 1876
Nam 
4044-1)-
F) THNEW MEDI4,HAVE BEEN ADVISED THAT A COMPLETE.COP F THIS'.
REPO HAS1EEN PUBLISHEDIN A LO AL NEMPAPER 0)' GENERAL CIU-
LATIO HA A COPY OF THIS REPO T AND RE 
3
RDS CUMENTING ('HE
CONTENTS THEY ARE OPER' FOR PUB IC SeRUT Y AT ,
04/Atoo....1.
